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ville, Alton, and East St. Louis. It also provides informa-
tion relative to admission, advisement, registration, and
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University Calendar, 1968-1969
Fall Quarter, 1968
New Student Week Saturday-Monday,
September 21-23
Quarter Begins Tuesday, September 24
(Classes 4:30 p.m. or later)
Thanksgiving Vacation Tuesday 10 p.m.
Tuesday, 8 a.m., November 26-December 3
Final Examinations Wednesday-Tuesday,
December 11-17
Winter Quarter, 1969
Quarter Begins Thursday, January 2
(Classes 4:30 p.m. or later)
Final Examinations Thursday-Wednesday,
March 13-19
Spring Quarter, 1969
Quarter Begins Wednesday, March 26
(Classes 4:30 p.m. or later)
Memorial Day Holiday Friday, May 30
Final Examinations Wednesday-Tuesday, June 4-10
Commencement ( Edwardsville
)
Tuesday, June 10
Commencement (Carbondale) Wednesday, June 11
in
Registration Calendars
Fall Quarter, 1968
EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS
Registration will be held in the Enrollment Office, 1302
Peck Classroom Building.
June 27-Sept. 24 General Studies Advisement, by ap-
pointment (call General Studies Of-
fice).
Aug. 12-21; 24; Registration, by appointment. Mon.-
26-28; Sept 7 Fri. 8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon, 1:00-4:00
p.m.; Sat. 8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon. Ad-ij
ditional hours Sept. 26-28, 4:00-6:30']
P.M.
Sept. 9-14 Open registration. Mon.-Fri. 8:00-
11:00 'a.m., 1:00-4:00 p.m.; Sat. 8:00 ;
a.m.-12:00 noon.
Sept. 16-18 Open registration. 8:00-11:00 A.M.
Sept. 24 Central registration. 8:00 a.m.-6:30 !
p.m.
ALTON CENTER
Registration will be held in the Student Union.
Aug. 22-23 Open registration. 8:00 a.m.-12:00
noon, 1:00-6:30 p.m.
Sept. 19 Central registration. 8:00 a.m.-6:30
P.M.
EAST ST. LOUIS CENTER
Registration will be held in ESL 103.
Sept. 5-6 Open registration. 8:00 a.m.-12:00
noon, 1:00-6:30 p.m.
Sept. 23 Central registration. 8:00 a.m.-6:30
P.M.
ALL LOCATIONS
Sept. 24 Evening classes (4:30 p.m. or later)
begin.
Sept. 25 Day classes begin.
Oct. 1 Last day to add a class.
Oct. 7 Last day to be eligible for a refund
of fees.
Oct. 15 Last day to withdraw from a class
without receiving a grade.
Dec. 2 Last day to withdraw from school or
a class.
IV
General
Information
l
this bulletin contains the schedule of classes to be of-
fered at the Edwardsville Campus and the Alton and
East St. Louis centers for the fall quarter of the 1968-
69 school year. It also provides information relative to ad-
visement and registration, fees, and allied information.
The Edwardsville Campus provides a full schedule of
class offerings for day and evening students. Freshman
and sophomore courses are scheduled for day and eve-
ning students at the Alton and East St. Louis centers.
GUARANTEED CENTER
SCHEDULES
A program of Guaranteed Schedules for the centers has
been established. Certain courses and sections at the centers
are guaranteed on schedules extending through the fall,
winter, and spring quarters. These classes will not be can-
celled; they are coordinated to offer a variety of full-time
academic programs for the incoming freshman as a day
student, and they permit efficient progress for the new
freshman evening student.
Classes at the centers marked with a + in the sched-
ule are part of this program. For details concerning the
full year's schedules, see the separate brochure for each
center.
ADMISSION
Inquiries concerning admission to Southern Illinois Uni-
versity should be directed to the Admissions Office at Ed-
wardsville. Applications for admission are accepted at any
time during the calendar year but should be initiated at
least 30 days prior to the start of the quarter which the
student plans to attend.
A student must be officially admitted to the Univer-
sity before registration for classes will be permitted. Stu-
dents who have not completed the admission require-
ments by the first day of the quarter will not be permitted
to register. A student, to be permitted to attend classes
at Southern Illinois University, must have completed reg-
istration, which includes admission, advisement, section-
ing, and payment of fees.
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
Each student seeking admission to the University will
1
need to present a social security number for identification
purposes. Any local social security office can provide as-
sistance in obtaining a number or replacing a lost card.
At Alton the social security office is at 1623 Washington
Street; at East St. Louis the office is at 435 Missouri
Avenue; at Edwardsville the Illinois State Employment
Office, 1 1 1 West Vandalia, provides social security infor-
mation.
REQUIRED TESTS
Each student entering Southern Illinois University directly
from high school is required to furnish to the University
scores on the test battery administered by the American
College Testing Program (A.C.T.). These tests are given
j
at regional test centers throughout the United States in
October, December, February, May, and August. Informa-
tion and application blanks are normally available through
j
the high school guidance director or principal, or may be
obtained by writing directly to: American College Testing
Program, Box 168, Iowa City, Iowa.
A student who finds it impossible to take the A.C.T.
tests may have scores from the College Entrance Examina-
tion Board (C.E.E.B. ) submitted. The specific scores,
which must be submitted if the C.E.E.B. tests are sub-
mitted, are Scholastic Aptitude Test, English Composi-
tion Test, and Mathematics (Intermediate) Test. In
order to have identical test data, a student who submits
C.E.E.B. test data will be required to submit scores from
the A.C.T. no later than one month after registration.
Transfer students are required to furnish A.C.T.
scores to the Student Counseling and Testing Center. (A
transcript of these scores is available by sending one dol-
lar and a written request to the American College Test-
ing Program in Iowa City.) If the scores are on file at
the student's former school, a request should be made for
their forwarding. Test scores are not normally sent with
a person's transcript of grades and must be requested
separately from the appropriate office at the former
school. If the A.C.T. tests have not been taken, arrange-
ments to do so should be made.
AD V I SEMENT
The advisement system requires all new students to have
initial advisement through the General Studies Advise-
ment Office. These offices are maintained at each of the
centers for the convenience of the student. Freshmen and
sophomores will continue to be advised each quarter prior
to registration. Following the student's declaring a major
(between reaching 64 and 96 hours of credit), the student
is assigned to an adviser in his concentration area. Each
student is required to declare a concentration upon achiev-
ing 96 hours of credit. Probationary students are also re-
quired to receive advisement prior to registration.
Graduate students, both classified and unclassified,
must have their schedule approved at the Graduate Office
before registering.
Students with a declared major in the Education
Division must receive advisement from the Division office
prior to registering.
All students should arrange to have advisement early
to be sure their schedules will be approved before their
registration.
REQUIRED PHYSICAL
EXAMINATIONS
Each new student desiring to enroll at Southern Illinois
University is required to have a physical examination com-
pleted prior to his initial registration for classes. A special
medical form is provided which is to be completed by
the student and his personal physician and returned to
the University Health Service.
REGISTRATION
Students may register at Edwardsville for classes at any
location (see Edwardsville Registration Calendar, p. iv).
Students wishing classes at the Alton or East St. Louis
Centers, or at a Center and at Edwardsville, may register
at that Center during the periods listed on the applicable
Registration Calendar. All General Studies students are
required to have approval of their schedule by the Gen-
eral Studies Advisement Office.
Each classified graduate student must }iave his sched-
ule approved by his adviser and the Dean of the Grad-
uate School before registering for classes at the Enrollment
Center. Unclassified graduate students need only the ap-
proval of the Dean of the Graduate School. Special cards
for this purpose are available at the Graduate Office,
3420 Peck Classroom Building.
During the registration process the student goes to the
enrollment office where the assignment is made to specif-
ic sections of the courses he is to take.
Mere attendance does not constitute registration in a
class, nor will attendance in a class for which a student
is not registered be a basis for asking that a program
change be approved permitting registration in that class.
NEW STUDENTS
Students entering the University for the first time are
permitted to register only after they have been admitted
to the University as evidenced by their receiving the
Certificate of Admissions.
Dates for new undergraduate students, freshmen and
transfer, will be selective ones in which the students are
asked to come to the campus on specific registration dates
as determined by the University. Students should not
expect to be advised and registered on the same date they
are admitted. Appointments for registration will be mailed
from the Registrar's Office.
New graduate students after advisement may register
during the registration period as shown on the Registration
Calendars on page iv. Arrangements should be cleared
with the Graduate School to assure that the appropriate
adviser will be available before coming to the campus.
RE-ENTERING STUDENTS
Students who have attended the University at some;
former time but not during the session immediately prior
to the time they plan re-entry are expected to register
during the periods outlined in the Registration Calendar.
Readmission procedures must be completed prior to reg-
istration.
CURRENT STUDENTS,
EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS
For admittance to registration students previously en-
rolled must present their Southern Illinois University ID
cards. No one will be permitted to register without an
ID card. Each student currently registered in the Univer-
sity will be continued in his present course of study unless
a change of concentration is made. A change of concen-
tration is initiated with the chief academic adviser. The
change should be made at the time of advisement; the
registrar's copy of the change form should accompany
.
the student's registration. A change of concentration made
after a registration has been processed will not be reflected
in the student's record until the next registration.
Upperclass students who have declared a concentra-
tion and who are currently registered in the University
may be self-advised for registration purposes. This does not
apply to Business Division or Education Division students.
Academic advisement is available and is very desirable.
The student should prepare his desired program of classes
at each registration period and process through the sec-
tioning area of the enrollment office in accordance with
the time of his appointment in order to best achieve the
desired schedule of classes and time periods.
CURRENT STUDENTS,
C ARBON DALE CAMPUS
A student currently enrolled in and attending classes on
the Carbondale Campus who desires to register on the
Edwardsville Campus will initiate his registration at the
sectioning area of the enrollment center in Edwardsville
in accordance with the registration calendar except that
he may register on the first day of the quarter. Each stu-
dent will complete the intra-university transfer data form
to secure information necessary for the Edwardsville data
processing center preparation of registration materials.
The student who registers on the first day of the quarter
should present his most recent grade report to confirm
scholastic eligibility to register.
For the purpose of advisement, the student may wish
to have a copy of his transcript sent to the Edwardsville
Campus prior to registration.
PAYMENT OF FEES
All fees are payable at the time of registration. Upon
payment of fees, the fee statement and receipt card will
be stamped by the Business Office and returned to the
student as a fee receipt. The card should be carried at
all times. It serves as official authorization to attend
classes as scheduled and must be presented to obtain
books and activity cards and to process program changes.
Students unable to pay fees at the time of registration
may secure short-term loans from the Student Work and
Financial Assistance Office. This must be done before
registering.
FEES FOR A REGULARQUARTER
The fee schedule is as follows:
Not more More than 5, 11 or
than 5 hrs. lea than 11 more
Tuition Fee—Illinois
Resident $14.00 $28.00 $42.00
Tuition Fee—Out of
State (30.00) (115.00) (172.00)
Student Welfare and
Recreation Building
Trust Fund Fee 5.00 10.00 15.00
Book Rental Fee 3.00 6.00 8.00
Student Activity Fee 3.50 7.00 10.50
University Center Fee 5.00 5.00 5.00
Athletic Fee 3.00 6.50 10.00
Total—Illinois Resident .... $33.50 $62.50 $90.50
Total—Out of State
Resident (49.50) (149.50) (220.50)
Graduate students do not rent their textbooks and
do not pay the book rental fee. They purchase their books.
Students having special fee status, such as scholarship
holders, faculty, and staff, will pay fees according to their
particular status. Prior to registration this student will go
to the Student Work and Financial Assistance Office to
secure certification.
LATE REGISTRATION FEE
The first day of a quarter is considered the last day of
the regular registration period. Registrations thereafter,
including those for classes "to be arranged" are con-
sidered late registrations and are assessed an appropriate
late registration fee. This fee is $2.00 the first day and
an additional $1.00 per day to a maximum of $5.00.
ACADEMIC LOAD
The normal class load is 16 quarter hours for undergrad-
uate students and 12 quarter hours for graduate students.
The maximum load for both is 18 hours. A student with
a 4.25 average or above for the preceding quarter may
be allowed by written permission of the chief academic
adviser or by the dean of his division to take as many as
21 hours. In no case may a student carry or be credited
with more than 21 hours in any quarter. A student on
probation may not take more than 14 hours.
A person should not register for more than 8 hours
if he is employed full time.
The Selective Service System requires a minimum of
12 hours to qualify for a student deferment. There is ai
further requirement that he complete 48 hours each year. I
The National Defense Education Act requires a mini-
mum of 12 hours to qualify for a student loan.
For students receiving benefits under the "GI Bill"
(P.L. 358) the following regulations apply:
Undergraduate Graduate
Full benefits 14 or more hrs. 12 or more hrs.
3/i benefits 10-13 hrs. 9-11 hrs.
1/2 benefits 7-9 hrs. 6-8 hrs.
PREREQUISITES
Students are responsible for checking course prerequisites
in the undergraduate and graduate catalogs and in this
class schedule. Those who do not have specific prerequi-
sites for a course may register for it only if they have
had a comparable course or have written consent of the
instructor.
AUDITING OF COURSES
A student may register for courses in an "audit" status.
He receives no letter grade and no credit for such courses.
An auditor's registration card must be marked accord-
ingly. He pays the same fees as though he were register-
ing for credit. He is expected to attend regularly and is
to determine from the instructor the amount of work ex-
pected of him. If an auditing student does not attend
regularly, the instructor may determine that the student
should not have the audited course placed on his record
card maintained in the Registrar's Office. A student reg-
istering for a course for credit may change to an audit
status or vice versa only for fully justified reasons and
only during the first four weeks of a quarter.
REGISTERING FOR AND
DROPPING COURSES
Mere attendance does not constitute registration in a
class, nor will attendance in a class for which a student
is not registered be a basis for asking that a program
adjustment be approved permitting registration in that
class. A student is officially registered only for those
courses and sections appearing on his registration cards.
Changes can be made only after fees are paid and must
be made through an official program change.
A student desiring to make a program change must
secure approval of his adviser. He will then go to the En-
rollment Center. (A student at East St. Louis or Alton may
initiate his request to drop a course by going to the Gen-
eral Office.) He is required to present his fee receipt pro-
gram card and must complete the following procedure.
( 1 ) After having been cleared with the Enrollment Center,
program changes for which a program change fee is as-
sessed must be presented to the Business Office for pay-
ment. (2) The student immediately returns the program
change to the Enrollment Center in the Registrar's Office
for final processing. (3) A student has not completed his
program change until he presents it to the Enrollment
Center. NO CHANGE IS OFFICIAL UNTIL THE
PRECEDING PROCEDURE IS COMPLETED.
A student who finds it necessary to make an adjust-
ment to his program by adding or dropping a course may
do so during normal office hours at the Edwardsville En-
rollment Office. (No changes will be made on the first day
of the quarter.) A program adjustment must be made to
drop or add a course. A student may not drop a course
merely by stopping attendance. Failure to officially drop a
course may result in academic penalty.
CHANGING FEE STATUS
Students making program changes which result in their
changing from one fee status to a higher fee status will be
assessed additional tuition and fees. Students changing
from a higher fee status to a lower fee status may apply
for a refund provided the reduction in program is made
officially by a program change during the same period at
the start of a quarter in which students withdrawing from
the University are eligible for a refund. This is usually
during the first ten days. For dates refer to the Registration
Calendars on page iv.
WITHDRAWAL FROM SCHOOL
A student who finds it necessary to withdraw from school
while the quarter is in progress must report to the Stu-
dent Affairs Office to initiate official withdrawal action.
No withdrawal will be permitted during the last two
weeks of a quarter except under exceptional conditions.
A refunding of fees is permitted only if a withdrawal is
officially completed within the first two weeks of a
quarter and if the application for a refund is received in
the Registrar's Office within two weeks following the last
regular registration period. See the Registration Calendar
in this bulletin for the specific dates concerning with-
drawal and refunding of fees.
A student who registers and then finds that he can-
not attend school must also officially withdraw from
school. He may do this by asking the Student Affairs
Division to initiate official withdrawal action for him.
This must be done by the end of the first two weeks if
he expects to get a refund.
CANCELLATION OF
REGISTRATION
A registration including the payment of tuition and fees
may be considered invalid if the student is declared to be
ineligible to register due to scholastic reasons. The same
situation may exist due to financial or disciplinary reasons
if certified to the Registrar by the Director of Student
Affairs.
PERSONAL DATA CHANGES
Changes in personal data should be reported promptly.
Types of change and method of reporting are:
1. address changes. Should be reported immediately
either at the time of registration or at the Enroll-
ment Office.
2. name changes. Should be made at the Enrollment
Office. Verification is required.
3. marital status changes. Should be made at the
Enrollment Office.
4. legal residence changes (whether an Illinois or
out-of-state resident.) Must be requested by comple-
tion of the Application to be Classified an Illinois
Resident form in the Registrar's Office. Before the
change is made the student must have met the reg-
ulations governing residency status as established by
the Board of Trustees.
HOSPITALIZATION
Blue Cross and Blue Shield In-hospital Insurance is of-
fered to all students. Students enrolling in the fall quarter
who desire the insurance will join the plan for the four-
quarter school year through summer, 1969. Cost of the
insurance is $22.50 for single and $58.80 for family plan.
Coverage will continue throughout the summer quarter
period whether or not the student is enrolled in school.
This insurance is available at the time of registration.
Schedule of
:
CIasses
Except for the Guaranteed Center Schedules, the Univer-
sity reserves the right to cancel, combine, divide, or limit
enrollment in any class or classes; to change the date, time,
or place of meeting; to make any other revisions in these
course offerings which may become desirable or necessary;
and to do so without notice and without incurring obliga-
tion.
EXPLANATION OF THE
SCHEDULE
Courses are listed numerically within each subject-matter
area. The entry for each course is arranged as follows:
First Line: The course's identification number is fol-
lowed by the number of quarter hours of credit and the
descriptive title. The prerequisites, if any, appear in
brackets after the title on either the first or second line.
Section-Number Lines: The first column lists the
section numbers. Those sections offered at Edwardsville
always begin with 0; those sections offered at Alton al-
ways begin with 2; those sections offered at East St.
Louis always begin with 4. Following each section number
is the time the class begins, between 7:00 a.m. and 4:20
p.m. for daytime classes. An ending time is listed only if
the class period is longer than 50 minutes. The section
number of each evening class has the letter e prefixed.
A + indicates a section which is part of the Guaranteed
Center Schedule and is not subject to cancellation.
The days when the class meets, the place where it meets,
and the instructor's last name complete the entry.
The course numbering system is as follows:
000-099 Courses not properly falling in the following
categories
100-199 For freshmen
200-299 For sophomores
300-399 For juniors and seniors
400-499 For seniors and graduate students
500-600 For graduate students only
Students registering for courses listed as "Arranged"
should consult the instructor indicated, or the head of the
division if no instructor is listed, to determine time and
place of meeting.
The following list of building abbreviations will help
in the location of classrooms.
ANA —Annex A—Alton
CB —Communications Bldg.—Edwardsville
ESL —East St. Louis Center
Gym —Gymnasium—Alton
HUM —Humanities Building—Alton
LB —Lovejoy Memorial Library—
-
Edwardsville
PB
—
John Mason Peck General Classroom
Building—Edwardsville
SCI —Science Building—Alton
SL —Science Laboratory Building—
Edwardsville
397 —Cartography Laboratory—East St.
Louis
UC —University Center—Edwardsville
Wagner —Wagner Building—Edwardsville
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MAN 1 S P H Y S I CAL ENVIRONW E N T AN!
BIOL G I C A L I N H E R I T A N C E (GSA)
101a-5 Introduction to Physical Science
[GSD 106 or satisfactory score on placement test
Student enro lis in one lecture and one lab
.
Lect A 9:30 MTWThF SL 1105 Boedeker
Lect B 1:30 MTWThF SL 1105 Rockman
001 11:30-1:20 M SL 1217
002 1:30-3:20 M SL 1217
003 3:30-5:20 M SL 1217
004 8:30-10:20 T SL 1217
005 11:30-1:20 T SL 1217
006 1:30-3:20 T SL 1217
007 3:30-5:20 T SL 1217
008 8:30-10:20 W SL 1217
009 11:30-1:20 W SL 1217
010 1:30-3:20 W SL 1217
Oil 3:30-5:20 W SL 1217
012 8:30-10:20 Th SL 1217
013 11:30-1:20 Th SL 1217
014 1:30-3:20 Th SL 1217
015 3:30-5:20 Th SL 1217
016 8:30-10:20 F SL 1217
017 11:30-1:20 F SL 1217
018 1:30-3:20 F SL 1217
019 3:30-5:20 F SL 1217
+ 201 8:30 MTWThF SCI 200 Zurheide
9:30-11:20 Th SCI 007
401 8:30 MTWThF ESL 124a Shaw
9:30-11:20 Th ESL 124
lOlc-3 Introduction to Physical Science [101a or 101b]
001 3:30 T Th SL 3114 Stallard
11:30-1:20 T SL 1209
002 3:30 T Th SL 3114 Stallard
11:30-1:20 Th SL 1209
003 3:30 T Th SL 3114 Stallard
1:30-3:20 M SL 1209
004 3:30 T Th SL 3114 Stallard
1:30-3:20 W SL 1209
005 3:30 T Th SL 3114 Stallard
1:30-3:20 F SL 1209
006 3:30 T Th SL 3114 Stallard
3:30-5:20 M SL 1209
007 3:30 T Th SL 3114 Stallard
3:30-5:20 W SL 1209
008 3:30 T Th SL 3114 Stallard
9:30-11:20 T SL 1209
110a-4 The Earth an 3 Its Environment
001 9: 30 MTW SL 3114 Clements
8: 30-10:20 Th PB 0306
002 9 : 30 MTW SL 3114 Clements
8: 30-10:20 F SL 1215
003 11:30-12:45 T Th PB 1410 Mar low
11:30-1:20 F PB 0306
004 1:30 MTW PB 1410 Thompson
12:30-2:20 Th PB 0306
005 2:30 MTW PB 1410
1:30-3:20 F PB 0306 Mar low
e006 6:00-8:20 M W PB 0306 Thompson
+201 8:30 MTW ANA 110 Goetz
8:30-10:20 F ANA 110
+401 8:30 M WTh ESL 105 Weinbrecht
8:30-10:20 T 397-001
110b-4 The Earth and Its Environment
001 9 :30 WThF PB 1410 Gore
8 :30-10:20 M SL 1215
002 9 :30 WThF PB 1410 Gore
8 :30-10:20 T SL 1215
003 12:30 WThF SL 3114 Yarbrough
12:30-2:20 M SL 1215
004 12:30 WThF SL 3114 Yarbrough
12:30-2:20 T SL 1215
201a-4 M an ' s Biological Inheritance [High school
chemistry]
Student enrolls in one lecture and one lab.
8:30 M W F PB 0312
13
Lect B 8:30 M W F PB 1410
Lect C 8:30 M W F PB 0314
Lect D 11:30 M W F PB 0312
Lect E 11:30 M W F PB 1410
Lect F 11:30 M W F PB 0314
Lect G 12:30 M W F PB 0312
Lect H 12:30 M W F PB 1410
Lect el 6:30-8:15 T PB 0312
6:30 Th PB 0312
001 8:30-10:20 M SL 2211
002 10:30-12:20 M SL 2211
003 12:30-2:20 M SL 2211
004 2:30-4:20 M SL 2211
e005 4:30-6:20 M SL 2211
e006 6:30-8:20 M SL 2211
Oil 8:30-10:20 T SL 2211
012 10:30-12:20 T SL 2211
013 12:30-2:20 T SL 2211
014 2:30-4:20 T SL 2211
e017 8:25-10:15 T SL 2211
021 8:30-10:20 W SL 2211
022 10:30-12:20 w SL 2211
023 12:30-2:20 w SL 2211
024 2:30-4:20 w SL 2211
e026 6:30-8:20 w SL 2211
031 8:30-10:20 Th SL 2211
032 10:30-12:20 Th SL 2211
033 12:30-2:20 Th SL 2211
034 2:30-4:20 Th SL 2211
e035 4:30-6:20 Th SL 2211
e036 7:30-9:20 Th SL 2211
041 8:30-10:20 F SL 2211
042 10:30-12:20 F SL 2211
043 12:30-2:20 F SL 2211
044 2:30-4:20 F SL 2211
+ 201 8:30 M W F SC] 103
9:30-11:20 W SC] 111
+ 401 8:30 M W F ESL 112
9:30-11:20 F ESL 116
312-3 Conservation of Natural Resources
001 12:30 MTW PB 0306 Kircher
002 12:30 WThF SL 1215 Collier
003 11:30 MTW PB 0306 Bridwell
004 1:30 MTW PB 0306 Lossau
e005 8:30-9:45 T Th PB 0306 Bridwell
322-3 Introduction to Rocks and Minerals
001 10:30 M WThF SL 1215 Gore
330-3 Weather
001 8:30 MTW F PB 0306 Bridwell
002 10:30 MTW F PB 0306 Kazeck
331-3 Climate
001 9:30 MTW F PB 0306 Collier
002 11:30 MTWTh SL 1215 Thompson
e003 6:30-8:20 T Th PB 0306 Bridwell
350-3 Atomic Energy [101a]
001 10:30 M W F SL 1210 Hakeem
356-3 Astronomy
001 9:30 M W F SL 1210 Walford
002 1:30 M W F SL 1210 Shaw
363a-3 Philosophy of Science (Same as GSC 363a)
[Junior stand ing or completion of second
level GSA]
001 9:30 MT Th PB 0307 Livergood
002 10:30 MT Th PB 0309 Livergood
MAN'S SOCIAL INHERITANCE ANDSOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES (GSB)
101b-4 Survey of Western Tradition
001 8 :30
002 8 30
003 8 30
9 30
004 8 30
9 30
005 8 30
M W F PB 1402 Kimball
T PB 0413
M W F PB 1402 Kimball
Th PB 0413
M W F PB 1402 Kimball
Th PB 1412
M W F PB 1402 Kimball
T PB 2413
M W F PB 1402 Kimball
14
101
9:30 W PB 0412
8:30 M W F PB 1402 Kimball
9:30 Th PB 1306
8:30 M W F PB 1402 Kimball
9:30 F PB 0307
9:30 M W F PB 1402 Steckling
T PB 2406
9:30 M W F PB 1402 Steckling
Th PB 2406
9:30 M W F PB 1402 Steckling
10:30 W PB 2413
9:30 M W F PB 1402 Steckling
10:30 T PB 2414
9:30 M W F PB 1402 Steckling
10:30 W PB 0408
9:30 M W F PB 1402 Steckling
10:30 Th PB 2414
9:30 M W F PB 1402 Steckling
10:30 F PB 1306
12:30 M W F PB 1402 Haas
T PB 2406
12:30 M W F PB 1402 Haas
Th PB 2406
12:30 M W F PB 1402 Haas
11:30 W PB 0412
12:30 M W F PB 1402 Haas
11:30 T PB 0309
12:30 M W F PB 1402 Haas
11:30 W PB 0408
12:30 M W F PB 1402 Haas
11:30 Th PB 0306
12:30 M W F PB 1402 Haas
11:30 F PB 2415
2:30 M W F PB 1402 Santoni
T PB 0307
2:30 M W F PB 1402 Santoni
Th PB 0307
2:30 M W F PB 1402 Santoni
1:30 M PB 1402
2:30 M W F PB 1402 Santoni
1:30 T PB 1412
2:30 M W F PB 1402 Santoni
1:30 W PB 0413
2:30 M W F PB 1402 Santoni
1:30 Th PB 1412
2:30 M W F PB 1402 Santoni
1:30 F PB 0307
9:30 M W F ANA 108 Wurtz
T ANA 108
9:30 M W F ANA 10 8 Wurtz
Th ANA 108
9:30 M W F ANA 108 Wurtz
10:30 Th ANA 101
6:30-8:20 M W ANA 108 Wurtz
9:30 M W F ESL 105 Martin
T ESL 105
9:30 M W F ESL 105 Martin
Th ESL 105
9:30 M W F ESL 105 Martin
10:30 Th ESL 105
6:30-8:20 M W ESL 112 Martin
Survey of Western Tradi tion
8:30 MTWTh PB 1306 Gallaher
10:30 MTWTh PB 3302 Gallaher
11:30 TWThF PB 1306 Barnhart
1:30 MTWTh LB 0042
Sociology-Economics
8:30 M W SL 1105 Lauer
T Th SL 3114
12:30 MTWTh SL 1105 Grubb
10:30 MTWTh PB 1306 Lauer
11:30 MT ThF LB 0042
1:30 TWThF PB 0314
2:30 MTWTh LB 0044
6:30-8:20 M W PB 0314 Teer
8:30-10:20 T Th PB 1414
9:30 MTWTh SCI 002 Boardman
15
e003
300b-3
001
002
e003
300c-3
001
002
003
311-3
001
312-3
001
331-3
001
002
003
004
e005
T Th ANA 108 Farley
M WThF ESL 106 Teer
lies
MT Th SL 3114
W PB 2403
MT Th SL 3114
W PB 3305
MT Th SL 3114
F PB 2403
MT Th SL 3114
F PB 2405
M W PB 3305
T Th ANA 108
MT PB 1410 Lee
W F PB 0312
T Th PB 0312 McHargue
MTWTh PB 2306 Stahnke
MTWTh PB 3302 Maier
MT ThF ANA 108 Kerr
T Th SCI 002 Glaser
+e202 8:30-10:20
+401 9:30
10 3b-4 Sociology-Economic
001 10:30
002 10:30
003 10:30
004 10:30
e005 6:30-8:20
+e201 6:30-8:20
+e401 6:30-8:20 M W ESL 104 Carbaugh
201a-4 The Individual and His Cultural Environment
001 1:30 TWThF PB 1402
002 11:30 MTWTh SL 1105 Schusky
e003 6:30-8:20 MW SL 1105
+201 9:30 MT ThF SCI 102 Schusky
+401 10:30 MTWTh ESL 104 Hayes
+e402 8:30-10:20 T Th ESL 104 Hayes
201c-4 The Individual and His Cultural Environment
001 8:30-10:20 T Th PB 1402 Daugherty
002 10:30 MTWTh PB 1402 McCall
003 2:30-4:20 T Th PB 1402 F. Starr
+e401 6:30-8:20 T Th ESL 212 Skinner
203a-4 American Politics in the World Environment
001 9:30
002 11:30-1:20
003 11:30
004 1:30
+201 10:30
+e202 8:30-10:20
+401 9:30 MTWTh ESL 104 Feeney
203b-4 American Politics in the World Environment
001 10:30 TWThF PB 1410 Koepke
002 2:30 MTWTh PB 0306 Kircher
300a-3 History of the United States: 1492 to 1815
001 10:30 T Th SL 1105 McCurry
W SL 3114
002 12:30 M W PB 0314 Millett
F PB 2405
8:30-9:45 T Th PB 1307 Barnhart
History of the United States: 1815 to 1900
12:30 M W F PB 1306 Riddleberger
2:30 M W F PB 2405 Wilton
8:30-9:45 T Th PB 1306
History of the United States: 1900 to Present
10:30 M W F LB 0042 Riddleberger
11:30 M W F PB 1412 Weiss
8:05-9:20 T Th LB 0042 Barnhart
Economic Development of the United States
[101c or 103b]
12:30-1:45 T Th PB 3313 Lin
Comparative Economic Systems
10:30-11:45 T Th PB 2304 Hashimi
The American Educational Systems
8:30 M W F PB 3313 Pierce
10:30 M W F PB 3 313 Taylor
12:30 M W F PB 3313 Taylor
10:30-11:45 T Th PB 0314 Pierce
5:30-8:20 W SL 3114 Goodwin
+e401 5:30-8:20 Th ESL 224 Zuekerman
341-3 Marriage
001 10:30 MT PB 3305 Taylor
W PB 1307
388-3 Communism [Junior standing or completion of second
level GSB]
001 8:30 T ThF PB 0307 Keene
16
•IAN 1 S IN S I G H T S AN D
\ P P RECIATION S (GSC
151-3 Introduction to Poetry [GSD LOlb]
001 8:05-9 20 T Th PB 3422
002 8:30 M W F PB 3422
003 9:30 M W F PB 3422
004 10:30 M W F PB 3422
005 11:30 M W F PB 3422
006 12:30 M W F PB 3422
007 1:30 M W F PB 3422
008 2:30 M W F PB 3422
009 3:30-4 45 T Th PB 3422
eOlO 8:30-9 45 M W PB 3422
155-5 Introduction to Art
001 9:30 MTWThF LB 0044 Milovich
002 10:30 MTWThF LB 0044 Jacobson
+201 11:30 MTWThF ANA 108 Freund
156-5 Introduction to Music History-Literature
001 11:30 MTWThF PB 1402
6:00-8:20 T Th SCI 102
001
11:30 MTWThF ESL 212
The Dramatic Media: Theater, Cinema, and
Television
12:30 MTWThF LB 0044 Kluth
6:00
Logi
level GSC
-8:20 M W
c [Sophomore standing
ESL 106 Kluth
or completion of first
001 8:30 MT ThF PB 3305 Barker
002 8:30 MT ThF PB 1414
003 9:30 MT ThF PB 3305 Keene
004 12:30 MT
F
SL
SL
3114
1105
Morgan
1:30 T PB 0307
005 12:30 MT SL 3114 Morgan
Th
F
PB
SL
0406
1105
006 12:30 MT
F
SL
SL
3114
1105
Morgan
1:30 Th PB 0412
007 1:30 TWTh PB 0312 Broyer
2:30 W PB 0412
008 1:30 TWTh PB 0312 Broyer
3:30 W PB 0412
009 1:30 TWTh PB 0312 Broyer
12:30 Th PB 2411
010 2:30 MT ThF PB 0312 Glossop
fe201 6:30-8: 20 M W sc: 103 Emblom
253-4 Literary Ma sterpieces of Antiquity [151]
001 8:30 MT ThF PB 1307
002 9:30 MT ThF PB 1307
003 10:30 MT ThF PB 1307
004 11:30 MT ThF PB 1307
005 12:30 MT ThF PB 1307
006 1:30 MT ThF PB 1307
007 1:30 MT ThF SL 0226
008 2:30 MT ThF PB 1307
009 3:30 MT ThF PB 1307
eOlO 6:30-8: 20 T Th PB 1307
+e201 8:30-lC :20 M W SCI 002
254-4 Philosophical Masterpieces [151]
001 8:30 MT ThF PB 0408 Murdoch
002 9:30 MT ThF PB 0408 Helfrich
003 10:30 MT ThF PB 0408 Morgan
004 11:30 MT ThF PB 0408 Helfrich
005 12:30 MT ThF PB 0408 Murdoch
006 1:30 MT ThF PB 0408 F. Marti
007 2:30 MTWTh PB 0408 Seligman
008 3:30 MT ThF PB 0408 F. Marti
009 3:30 MT ThF PB 0307 Glossop
eOlO 6:30-8 20 M W PB 0309 Seligman
335-3 Studies in Short Fiction [Completion of second
001
level GSC]
1:30-2:45 W PB 0309
17
002
e003
337-3
001
339-3
001
340-3
001
345b-3
001
354a-3
001
354b-3
001
360a-3
001
363a-3
001
002
375a-3
001
002
390-3
001
002
003
F PB 0406
3:00-4:15 T Th PB 2411
8:30-9:45 T Th PB 2409
The English Language Heritage [Completion of
second-level GSC]
9:30 M W F PB 0314 Wood
Classical Mythology and Its Influence
[Completion of second-level GSC]
11:30 M W F PB 0309 Drake
Modern Art A: The Art of the 19th Century
11:30 M W F LB 0044 Jacobson
Masterpieces of World Literature [Completion
of second-level GSC]
8:30-9:45 T Th PB 0406
History of the Theater
9:30 M W F PB 2306 Vilhauer
History of the Theater
10:30 M W F PB 2306 Birdman
Arts and Ideals in Famous Cities [Junior
standing or completion of second- level GSC]
12:30 T ThF PB 0314 F. Marti
Philosophy of Science (Same as GSA 363a)
[Junior standing or completion of second-level
GSC]
9:30 MT Th PB 30 7 Livergood
10:30 MT Th PB 0309 Livergood
Ethics [Junior standing or completion of second-
level GSC]
10:30 TWTh PB 0413 Broyer
1:30 M WTh PB 0307 Seligman
Existentialism
8:30 T ThF PB 0309 Helfrich
1:30 MT Th PB 0309 Corr
2:30 MT Th PB 309 Corr
ORG
F
101a-
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
101
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
e040
N I Z A T IIDEAS (GSD)
3 English Compos
" :05-9:20
;05-9:20
:05-9:20
N AND COMMUNICATI N
:05-9
:30
:30
:30
:30
:30
; 30
:30
:30
10:30
10:30
10:30
10:30
11:30
11:30
11:30
11:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
2:30
2:30
2:30
2:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30-4:45
3:30-4:45
3:30-4:45
4:30-5:45
20
ition
T Th
T Th
T Th
T Th
M W F
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
M W
T Th
T Th
T Th
M W
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
PB 2406
PB 2410
PB 2412
PB 2415
PB 2406
PB 2410
SL 1210
PB 2412
PB 2406
PB 2410
PB 2412
PB 2411
PB 2406
PB 0307
PB 2412
PB 2411
PB 2406
PB 2409
PB 2412
PB 2411
PB 2406
PB 2409
PB 2410
PB 2412
PB 2406
PB 2410
PB 2412
PB 2411
PB 2406
PB 2409
PB 2410
PB 2412
PB 3422
PB 2406
PB 2409
PB 2410
PB 2406
PB 2409
PB 0309
PB 2406
18
e041 6 :30-7 :45 T Th PB 3422
e042 8:30-9 :45 M W PB 2406
+ 201 8:30 M W F ANA 101
+202 9:30 M W F ANA 101
+203 10:30 M W E ANA 101
-e204 6:30-7 :45 M W ANA 101
-e205 6:30-7 :45 T Th ANA 101
-e206 8:30-9 •45 M W ANA 101
-e207 8:30-9 45 T Th ANA 101
+ 401 9:30 M W F ESL 103
+ 402 10:30 M W F ESL 103
+ 403 11:30 M W F ESL 104
e404 6 30-7 45 M W ESL i03
e405 6 30-7 45 T Th ESL 103
e406 8 30-9 45 M W ESL 103
e407 8 30-9 45 T Th ESL 103
01b-3 English Composition [101a ]
001 8 05-9 20 T Th PB 2414
002 8 05-9 20 T Th PB 2411
003 8 30 M W F PB 2414
004 9 30 M W F PB 0406
005 10:30 M W F PB 2414
006 11:30 M W F PB 0406
007 12:30 M W F PB 2411
008 1:30 M W F PB 0412
009 2:30 M W F PB 2414
eOlO 6:30-7 45 T Th PB 2410
e201 6:30-7 45 T Th SC] 003
e401 6:30-7 45 M W ESL 105
03-3 Oral Communication of Ideas
001 8:30 M W PB 2413
F PB 2304 White
002 8:30 T Th PB 2413
F PB 2304 White
003 9:30 M W PB 2415
F PB 2304 St. Onge
004 9:30 T Th PB 2415
F PB 2304 St. Onge
005 10:30 M W F CB 0186 Stoppe
006 11:30 M W PB 2415
F PB 2304 Stoppe
007 11:30 T Th PB 2415
F PB 2304 Stoppe
008 12:30 M W F PB 2413 Vilhauer
009 12:30 M W PB 2414
F PB 2304 Wiltz
010 12:30 T Th PB 2414
F PB. 2304 Wiltz
Oil 12:30 M W F CB 0186 Archer
012 1:30 M W CB 0186
F PB 2304 Birdman
013 1:30 T Th
F
PB
PB
2414
2304
Birdman
014 1:30 M W F CB 0194 Branham
015 2:30-3 45 T Th PB 2414 Hawkins
016 2:30 M W CB 0186
F PB 2304 Robinson
017 2:30 T Th PB 2415
F PB 2304 Robinson
e018 6:30-7 45 M W PB 2406 Salden
e019 8:30-9 45 M W CB 0194 Salden
020 9:30-lC :45 T Th Arranged
021 11:30-12:45 T Th Arranged
022 9:30 M W F Arranged
023 10:30 M W F Arranged
024 1:30 M W F Arranged
+ 201 10:30 M W F ANA 111 Hawkins
+202 11:30 M W F ANA 111 Hawkins
+ 401 10:30 M W F ESL 106 Robinson
+402 11:30 M W F ESL 106 Robinson
e403 8:30-9 45 T Th ESL 106 Archer
06-0 Intermediate Algebra
001 2 30 MT ThF SL 0226 Holden
19
002
+ 201
+e202
3:30
10:30
6:30-£ :20
MTWTh SL 1224
MTW F SCI 002 Gwillim
M W SCI 002
+ 401
+e402
112a-4
001
002
003
00<
005
+e201
112b-5
001
114a-5
10:30 MTW F ESL 105
6:30-8:20 T Th ESL 105
Introduction to Mathematics [One year high school
algebra or satisfactory ACT]
11:30
9:30
11:30
10:30
11:30
11;
11:
12;
11;
30
30
30
30
M W F SL 3114 Phillips
T Th SL 3225
M W F SL 3114 Phillips
T Th SL 3225
M W F SL 3114 Phillips
T Th SL 3225
M W F SL 3114 Phillips
T Th SL 3225
M W F SL 3114 Phillips
T Th SL 2224
T Th SC] 002 Gwillim
10:30
6:30-8:20
Introduction to Mathematics [112a]
8:30 MTWThF SL. 3225 Hicks
College Algebra [one and one half years algebra,
one year plane geometry]
001 8:30 MTWThF SL 0226
002 9:30 MTWThF SL 0226
003 10:30 MTWThF SL 1225
004 10:30 MTWThF PB 0406
005 11:30 MTWThF SL 1210
006 12:30 MTWThF SL 1210
007 1:30 M W F
T Th
SL
SL
3114
1224
Gwillim
008 1:30 M W F
T Th
SL
SL
3114
1210
Gwillim
009 1:30 M W F SL 3114 Gwillim
2:30 T Th SL 3225
010 1:30 M W F SL 3114 Gw i 1 1 im
2:30 T Th SL 1225
011 1:30 M W F SL 3114 Gwillim
3:30 T Th SL 3225
+201 11:30 MTWThF SC]" 002
e202 6:00-8 :20 M W SCI 003
+401 11:30 MTWThF ESL 105
e+402 6:00-8 :20 T Th ESL 106
114c-4 Trigonometry [114a]
001 8:30 MT ThF SL 1225
e002 6:30-8 :20 M W SL 2224
114d-4 Statistics [114a]
001 10:30 MT Th PB 0312 Rogier
11:30 F PB 3412
002 10:30 MT Th PB 0312 Rogier
10:30 F PB 3412
003 2:30 MTWTh SL 1224 Rutledge
e004 6:30-8 :20 T Th PB 0314 Rogier
123a-3 Elemen tary French
001 11:30 MT Th PB 3409
002 11:30 M
T TL
PB
PB
1306
0406
003 1:30 MT Th PB 0413
e201 6:30-7 :45 T Th ANA 110
126a-3 Elemen tary German
001 8:30 MT Th PB 0412
002 10:30 M
T Th
PB
PB
0413
1414
003 11:30 MT Th PB 0412
+e401 6:30-7 :45 T Th ESL 112
136a-3 Elementary Russian
eOOl 4:30-5 :45 T Th PB 2410
140a-3 Elemen tary Spanish
001 9:30 MT Th PB 3409
002 9:30 MT Th PB 0412
003 2:30 MT Th PB 0412
+e201 6:30-7 :45 M W ANA 110
144a-3 Elemen tary Italian
001 11:30 MT Th PB 0413
20
HEALTH AND PHYSICALDEVELOPMENT (GSE)
102-1 Physical Fitness (Men)
001 1:30 M W F PB N Patio Moehn
Meets first eight weeks only.
002 2:30 M W F PB N Patio Moehn
Meets first eight weeks only.
201 11:30 T Th Gym 102 Brick
1:30 M W ESL 009 Brick
boccer (Men)
1:30 M W F PB N Patio Guelker
Meets first eight weeks only.
104n-l Cross Country (Men)
001 2:30 M W F PB W Patio Luedke
Meets first eight weeks only.
104t-l Touch Football
001 2:30 M W F PB W Patio Luedke
Meets first eight weeks only.
Wrestling
12:30 T Th Gym 102 Brick
Basic Body Movement (Women)
1:30 T Th PB N Patio Martin
Soccer (Women)
2:30 M W F PB N Patio Archangel
Meets first eight weeks only.
114n-l Field Hockey (Women)
001 3:30 M W F PB S Patio Archangel
Meets first eight weeks only.
114o-l Physical Conditioning (Women)
001 2:30 T Th PB N Patio Archangel
115a-l Restricted Physical Education
001 Arranged Martin
117a-l Square Dance
001 11:30 M W PB N Patio Carpenter
002 9:30 T Th PB N Patio Martin
117b-l Folk Dance
001 10:30 T Th PB N Patio Martin
002 12:30 M W PB S Patio Carpenter
117c-l Social Dance
' 001 9:30 M W PB N Patio Carpenter
002 11:30 T Th PB N Patio Martin
003 2:30 T Th PB N Patio Martin
117d-l Beginning Contemporary Dance
001 2:30 M W PB S Patio Martin
117e-l Intermediate Contemporary Dance
001 2:30 M W PB S Patio Martin
117f-l Basic Rhythms
001 10:30 M W PB N Patio Carpenter
002 1:30 M W PB S Patio Carpenter
118a-l Archery
001 1:30 M W F PB W Patio Martin
Meets first eight weeks only.
118d-l Bowling
001 8:30 M W UC 0017 Showers
002 9:30 M W UC 0017 Showers
003 10:30 M W UC 0017 Showers
004 9:30 T Th UC 0017 Gallatin
005 10:30 T Th UC 0017 Gallatin
006 11:30 T Th UC 0017 Gallatin
118e-l Golf
001 1:30 T Th PB S Patio Brick
Additional hours to be arranged.
Meets first eight weeks only.
002 2:30 T Th PB S Patio Brick
Additional hours to be arranged.
Meets first eight weeks only.
118h-l Tennis
001 10:30 T Th PB S Patio Lee
Additional hours to be arranged.
Meets first eight weeks only.
002 11:30 M W PB S Patio Martin
Additional hours to be arranged.
Meets first eight weeks only.
118i-l Volleyball
001 1:30 T Th PB W Patio Gallatin
118r-l Stunts and Tumbling
201 1:30 T Th Gym 102 Luedke
118s-l Gymnastics
21
201 2:30 T Th
118z-l Recreational Sports
001 2:30 T Th
201-3 Healthful Living
001 10:30 M
W F
002 8:30 M W F
003 1:30 M W F
+ 201
+ 401
11:30
11:30
M W F
M W F
ACCOUNTING (ACCT)
230-4 Accounting Principles
001 10:30-12:20 M W
002 10:30-12:20 M W
e003 6:30-8:20 M W
e004 6:30-8:20 T Th
+e201
231-4
001
002
e003
e004
+e201
330-4
001
002
e003
e004
331-4
eOOl
341-4
001
351a-4
001
351b-4
eOOl
442-4
eOOl
453-4
001
456-4
001
530-4
eOOl
Gym 10 2 Luedke
PB W Patio Lee
PB 1410 Klein
PB 0312
LB 0044 Lee
LB 0044 Luedke
ANA 101 Lee
ESL 103 Brick
homore s tanding]
PB 3404 Mains
PB 2304 Nissing
PB 2304 Nissing
PB 2304 Mains
6:30-8:20 M W ANA 100
Financial Accounting Analysis [230]
12:30-2:20 M W PB 2304
12:30-2:20 T Th PB 2304
8:30-10:20 M W PB 2304
8:30-10:20 T Th PB 2304
8:30-10:20 M W ANA 100
Managerial Cost and Budgeting [231]
12:30-2:20 M W PB 3315
10:30-12:20 T Th PB 2405
6:30-8:20 M W PB 3315
6:30-8:20 T Th PB 3315
Principles of Income Taxation [231]
6:30-8:20 M W PB 2403
Cost Accounting Principles [231]
8:30-10:20 M W PB 2304
Accounting Theory and Problems I [2
8;30-10:20 T Th PB 2304
Accounting Theory and Problems II [
6:30-8:20 T Th PB 2403
Advanced Cost Accounting [341]
8:30-10:20 T Th PB 3315
Advanced Accounting Problems [351b]
12:30-2:20 T Th PB 3315
Auditing [351b, 442]
8:30-10:20 M W PB 3315
Conceptual Framework of Accounting
students only]
6:30-10:20 M PB 2411
Mains
Donnalley
Milles
Donnalley
Nourallah
Bedel
Nourallah
Milles
31]
351a]
Donnalley
Nourallah
Milles
Nissing
[Graduate
Bedel
ADMINISTRATION (ADM)
541-4 Business and Its Legal Environment [Graduate
students only]
eOOl 6:30-10:20 Th PB 3404 Scott
543-4 Personnel Management [540]
eOOl 6:30-10:20 Th PB 2411 Sokolik
AEROSPACE STUDIES (AS)
350-2 Flight Regulations and Navigation
001 Arranged
351-3 Professional Officer Course
001 9:30 M WTh PB 2413
002 1:30 M WTh PB 2413
Hancock
ANTHROPOLOGY (ANTH)
304-4 The Origins of Civilization
001 2:30-4:20 MW PB 3315 Hayes
400-4 Man and Culture
001 12:30 MTWTh PB 1414 Voget
508b-4 Pro-seminar in Cultural Anthropology
001 Arranged Voget
APPLIED SCIENCE (AP S)
420-3 Digital Computers in Research [Math 225, 305a]
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eOOl 8:30-9:45 T Th CB 0186 Goering
524a-3 Linear and Non-Linear Programming [Bachelor's
degree in engineering, mathematics, or physics]
eOOl 8:30-9:45 M W SL 1224 Hughs
531b-4 Operations Analysis and Synthesis [Bachelor's
degree in engineering, mathematics, or physics]
eOOl 6:30-8:20 MW PB 2415 Mundel
ART (ART)
050-3 Avocational Painting
eOOl 6:20-10:00 T Th Wagner
051-3 Avocational Ceramics
eOOl 6:20-10:00 T Th Wagner
100a-5 Basic Studio
001 8:30-10:20 MTWTh SL 0222 Davis
8:30 F SL 0222
002 10:30-12:20 MTWTh SL 0222 Milovich
10:30 F SL 0222
003 12:30-2:20 MTWTh SL 0222 Smith
12:30 F SL 0222
202a-5 Intermediate Studio I [100a, b,c]
001 1:30-3:20 M W F Wagner Marcell
1:30-3:20 T Th SL 0225 Freund
202b-5 Intermediate Studio II [100a, b,c]
001 10:30-12:20 M W SL 0225 Richardson
10:30-12:20 T ThF SL 0210
202c-5 Intermediate Studio III [100a, b,c]
001 10:30-12:20 M W F Wagner Cannon
10:30-12:30 T Th SL 0225 Davis
225a-3 History of World Art
001 8:30-9:45 T Th PB 0314 Hilberry
300a-4 Art Education
001 12:30-2:20 M W F SL 0209 Altvater
002 2:30-4:20 M W F SL 0209 Altvater
300b-4 Art Education [300a]
001 10:30-12:20 M W F SL 0209 Buddemeyer
305a/b/c-4 Advanced Ceramics [202c]
001 8:30-10:20 MTWTh Wagner Cannon
310a/b/c-4 Painting [100a, b,c, 202]
001 3:30-5:20 MTWTh SL 0218 Smith
312a-4 Advertising and Graphic Design I [202b]
eOOl 6:30-10:10
325a/b/c-4 Studio
001 Arranged
358a/b/c-4 Prints
001 1:30-3:20
365-4
T Th SL 0225 Kemper
[By permit only]
SL 0209 Buddemeyer
[202b]
MTWTh SL 210 Richardson
Art Education in the Secondary Schools [By permit
only]
001 8:30-10:20 M W F SL 0209 Buddemeyer
393a/b/c-4 Sculpture [202a]
001 10:30-12:20 MTW F Warner Marcell
401-4 Research in Painting [310a/b/c]
eOOl 6:30-10:10 T Th SL 0218 Freund
405-4 Studio in Sculpture [393]
001 Arranged Wagner Marcell
410-4 Research in Prints [358]
001 Arranged SL 0210 Richardson
420-4 Research in Pottery [305]
001 Arranged Wagner Cannon
460-4 Research in Art Education [By permit only]
001 Arranged SL 0209 Altvater
483-4 Research in Art History [By permit only]
001 Jacobson
Freund
Marcell
Arranged
501-2 to 12 Seminar in Painting
001 Arranged SL 0218
502-2 to 12 Seminar in Sculpture
001 Arranged Wagner
511-2 to 12 Seminar in Prints
001 Arranged SL 0210
520-2 to 12 Seminar in Pottery
001 Arranged Wagner
566-4 Research in Art Education [By permit only]
001 Arranged Altvater
571-2 to 5 Readings in Art History [By permit only]
001 Arranged Jacobson
Richardson
Cannon
BIOLOGY (BIOL)
301a-4 Concepts at the Cellular Level [GSA 201b,
23
M W F SL 3225 Levy
T SL 3218
M W F SL 3225 Levy
T SL 3218
Chem 111c]
001 9:30
11:30-2:20
002 9:30
2:30-5:20
302a-5 Concepts at the Organism Level [GSA 201b]
001 1:30 T Th SL 3225 Thomerson
12:30-2:20 M W F SL 3210
002 1:30 T Th SL 3225 Thomerson
2:30-4:20 M W F SL 3210
303a-4 Concepts at the Population Level [GSA 201b]
001 10:30 M W F SL 3225 Frost
12:30-2:20 Th SL 3218
002 10:30 M W F SL 3225 Frost
2:30-4:20 Th SL 3218
311-5 Applied Bacteriology tGSA 201b]
001 10:30 M W F PB 0314 Savostin
8:30-10:20 W F SL 3218
002 10 : 30 M W F PB 0314 Savostin
11:30-1:20 W F SL 3218
003 10:30 M W F PB 0314 Savostin
1:30-3:20 W F SL 3218
390a-.
3
Undergraduate Biology Seminar [Junior or senior
standing]
001 4:00-5:20 W SL 3225 R. Parker
458-5 Functional Morphology of Vertebrates [302a]
001 1:30 M W SL 3225 N. Parker,
Axtell
8:30-10:20 M W F SL 3210
488 Mammalogy [302a]
001 2:30 M W SL 3225 Broadbooks
2:30-4:20 T Th SL 3210
501-2 Research Orientation
eOOl 4:30-6:20 Th SL 3225 Myer
504b-3 Instructional Innovation in Secondary School
Biology [Consent of instructor]
eOOl 6:30-9:20 T Th SL 3218 Keating
590a-l Graduate Biology Seminar [Graduate s tanding]
eOOl 4:30 W SL 2227 Axtell
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS (BC)
390-4 Business Communications [GSD 101b]
001 10:30-12:20 T Th PB 3303 Cox
002 2:30-4:20 T Th PB 3302 Cox
e003 6:30-8:20 M W PB 3313
B U S I
201a/b/
001
221a-4
001
e002
221c-4
eOOl
304-3
eOOl
324a-4
001
327-4
001
341-4
eOOl
351-4
001
403-3
eOOl
405-4
eOOl
414a-3
eOOl
426-4
eOOl
500-4
eOOl
NESS EDUCATION (BSED)
c-3 Typewriting
Arranged MTWThF PB 3415 Patsloff
Shorthand and Transcription
2:30 MTWTh PB 3415 Maedke
8:30-10:20 T Th PB 3415 Bulte
Shorthand and Transcription [221b]
6:30-8:20 T Th PB 3415 Bulte
Advanced Typewriting [201c]
6:30-8:20 MW PB 3415 Giles
Advanced Shorthand and Transcription [221c]
12:30-2:20 T Th PB 3415 Palmer
Office Theories and Procedures [201c]
12:30-2:20 M W PB 3417 Patsloff
Office Machines
8:30-10:20 T Th PB 3412
Foundations of Business Education
10:30-12:20 T Th PB 2411 Maedke
Teaching Typewriting [304]
6:30-7:45 T Th PB 3417 Brady
Teaching General Basic Business Subjects
6:30-8:20 MW PB 3417 Maedke
Organization and Administration of Cooperative
Vocational Business Education Programs
5:30-8:20 M PB 2412 McElroy
Office Management
6:30-8:20 M W PB 3302 Houser
Principles and Problems of Business Education
8:30-10:20 M W PB 3409 Palmer
CHEMISTRY (CHEM)
110-4 General and Inorganic Chemistry
24
001 2 :30 M W F SL 2224
1:30-4:20 T SL 1209
002 2:30 M W F SL 2224
1:30-4:20 Th SL 1209
llla-5 Chemical Principles and Inorganic Chemistry
[High school algebra an i geometry]
001 8:30 T ThF SL 1105
9:30 Th SL 2224
8:30-11:20 W SL 1209
002 8:30 T ThF SL 1105
8:30 W SL 1225
8:30-11:20 M SL 1209
003 8:30 T ThF SL 1105
9:30 W SL 2224
9:30-12:20 M SL 2215
004 8:30 T ThF SL 1105
9:30 F SL 2224
9:30-12:20 W SL 2215
005 8:30 T ThF SL 1105
9:30 M SL 2224
9:30-12:20 F SL 1209
006 8:30 T ThF SL 1105
1:30 W SL 2224
1:30-4:20 M SL 2215
007 8:30 T ThF SL 1105
1:30 M SL 2224
1:30-4:20 W SL 2215
008 8:30 T ThF SL 1105
2:30 Th SL 2224
2:30-5:20 T SL 2215
009 8:30 T ThF SL 1105
2:30 T SL 2224
2:30-5:20 Th SL 2215
lllb-5 Chemical Principles and Inorganic Chemistry
[Ilia or satisfactory grade in high school
chemistry]
001 8 30 M W F SL 3114 Bain
8 30 T SL 2224
8 30-11:20 Th SL 2215
002 8 30 M W F SL 3114 Bain
8 30 Th SL 2224
8 30-11:20 T SL 2215
003 8 30 M W F SL 3114 Bain
1 30 T SL 2224
11:30-2:20 Th SL 2215
004 8:30 M W F SL 3114 Bain
1:30 Th SL 2224
11:30-2:20 T SL 2215
250-4 Biochemistry and Nutrit Lon [240]
001 3:30 MTWTh SL 2224
305a-3 Organic Chemi stry Preprofessional [111c]
001 8:30 M W F SL 2224 Bardolph
341a-3 Organic Chemistry
001 9:30 M W F LB 0042 Probst
345a-2 Organic Chemistry Laboratory [Credit or concu
enrollment in 305a or 341a]
001 8:30-11:20 T Th SL 2216
002 11:30-2:20 T Th SL 2216
003 11:30-2:20 M W SL 2216
004 2:30-5:20 M W SL 2216
375-1 Chemistry Seminar
eOOl 4:30 M W SL 2224
412-3 Inorganic Preparations [235, 305b, or 341c]
eOOl 5:30 T SL 2224
6:30-9:20 T Th SL 2217
444-3 Organic Reactions
eOOl 5:30-6:45 M W SL 3225 Jason
461a-4 Physical Chemistry [235 , 341c, calcuius, 12
hours of physics]
001 10:30 M W F SL 2224 White
9:30-12:20 T SL 2217
002 10:30 M W F SL 2224 White
9:30-12:20 Th SL 2217
561-3 Chemical Thermodynamics
eOOl 7 .30-8:45 M W SL 3225 Rands
COUNSELOR EDUCATION (C ED)
305-4 Educational Psychology
001 11:30-1:20 M W PB 3305 Ederle
25
002
003
e004
410-2
001
420-4
eOOl
e002
003
422-4
001
e002
426-4
eOOl
501-4
001
510-4
eOOl
515-4
eOOl
002
522-4
eOOl
525-4
001
535-4
eOOl
537-4
eOOl
e002
538-4
eOOl
541-4
eOOl
542-4
eOOl
543-4
eOOl
e002
1:30-3:20 T Th PB 3305 Burcky
2:30-4:20 MW PB 0304 Evans
5:30-8:20 T PB 2412 Parks
Dynamics of College Life [Consent of instructor]
PB 0409
LB 0042
PB 1410
LB 0034
PB 2306
PB 3305
9 ;30 M W M .,
Educational Statistics
5:30-8:20 M
5:30-8:20 Th
Arranged
Nextep students only.
Educational Measurements
2:30-4:20 T Th
5:30-8:20 T F Eckert
Meets first four Fridays only.
Individual Inventory [Consent of instructor]
5:30-8:20 M Pract Ctr McBride
Special Research Problems [Consent of chairman]
Arranged
College Student Personnel Services [Consent
of instructor]
5:30-8:20 M W Pract Ctr Hansmeier
Psychological Aspects of Education
5:30-8:20 T PB 2306
Arranged
Nextep students only.
Educational Measurements II
5:30-8:20 Th PB 2412
School Behavior Problems
9:00-12:00 S PB 0304
Introduction to Individual Measurements
5:30-8:20 M PB 1410 Rochester
Counseling Theory and Practice I
5:30-8:20 T Pract Ctr
5:30-8:20 W PB 2410
Counseling Theory and Practice II
5:30-8:20 Th Pract Ctr
Occupational Information and Guidance
5:30-8:20 M PB 2306 Ederle
Basic Principles of Guidance
5:30-8:20 M PB 0304 Mermis
Guidance Through Groups [Consent of instructor]
5:30-8:20 T Pract Ctr McBride
5:30-8:20 Th Pract Ctr Mermis
Harmin
Meredith
Pancrazio
Soper
Soper
e201 5:30-8:20 Th ANA 111 Davis
545J-4 Organization and Administration
eOOl 5:30-8:20 W Pract Ctr Davis
562a-4 Child Development in Education
e201 4:30-7:20 M ANA 111 Troyer
562b-4 Adolescent Development in Education
eOOl 5:30-8:20 T PB 2406 Mermis
575c-4 Practicum
eOOl Arranged Pract Ctr Moore
e002 Arranged Pract Ctr Soper
e003 Arranged Pract Ctr Pancrazio
HONORS HOURS (HH)
Honors Hours courses will be arranged as needed for
those students registered in the Dean's College. Stu-
dent should contact Dr. Eric Sturley, Coordinator, for
permission to enroll in these courses.
ECO
200-4
001
002
e003
201-4
001
e401
300-4
001
e002
310-4
eOOl
416-4
M I C S (ECON)
Macroeconomics [Sophomore standing]
MTWTh PB 3 30 2
MTWTh PB 340 4
T Th PB 3303
[Sophomore standing]
MTWTh PB 2 30 6
T Th ESL 110
The Monetary System and Economic Policy [200,
201]
T Th PB 2306
T Th PB 2405
[200,201]
T Th PB 2403
8:30
12:30
6:30-8:20
Microeconomics
8:30
6:30-8:20
12:30-2:20
8:30-10:20
Labor Problems
8:30-10:20
Drake
Schwier
Luan
Luan
Livingston
Livingston
Money and Banking II [300]
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eOOl 8:30-10:20 MW PB 3315
440-4 Intermediate Micro Theory [201]
001 12:30-2:20 M W PB 2405 Hashimi
505-4 Theory of the Firm [MBA students only]
eOOl 6:30-10:20 T PB 3404 Drake
542-4 Price Theory [440 or consent of instructor]
eOOl 6:30-8:20 M W PB 3409 Dye
EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION (ED AD)
355-4 Philosophy of Education [C Ed 305]
001 11:30-1:20 M W PB 0304 Lee
002 2:30-4:20 M W PB 3302 Hofmann
003 10:30-12:20 T Th PB 0411 Curry
004 1:30-3:20 T Th PB 0409 Lee
e005 7:30-9:20 M PB 2409 Hofmann
W LB 0044
e401 6:30-8:20 T Th ESL 225 Lee
456-4 School Supervision
eOOl 5:30-8:20 Th PB 3305 Boss
002 9:00-11:40 S PB 0307 Boss
480-4 Backgrounds of Urban Education [Consent of
instructor or faculty chairman]
001 Arranged Gore
500-4 Research Methods
eOOl 5:30-8 20 M SL 3114 Hileman
20 T PB 1410 Jordan
20 W PB 1306 Meyers
20 Th LB 0042 Jordan
e002 5:30-£
e003 5:30-£
e004 5:30-8:
005 9:00-11:40 S PB 0309 Schnabel
e401 5:30-8:20 T ESL 104 Pierce
501-4 Seminar in Educational Administration
eOOl 5:30-8:20 M PB 0411 Ackerlund
511a-4 Internship Practicum
001 Arranged
511b-4 Internship Practicum
001 Arranged
518-4 Community Junior College Instructional Processes
eOOl 5:30-8:20 T SL 1105 Boss
520-4 Illinois School Law
eOOl 5:30-8:20 M PB 0413 Wilkins
524-4 School Administration
eOOl 5:30-8:20 W PB 0412 Ackerlund
525-4 Personnel Administration
eOOl 5:30-8:20 T PB 0413 Wheat
533-4 School Buildings
eOOl 5:30-8:20 W PB 0413 Andree
534a-4 School Finance
eOOl 5:30-8:20 T PB 1306 Wilkins
554-4 Contrasting Philosophies of Education
eOOl 5:30-0:20 W PB 2306 Villemain
5:30-8:20 Th ESL 124a Curry
Seminar in Educational Supervision
5:30-8:20 Th PB 2306 Wheat
Curriculum [Consent of instructor or faculty
chairman for section 001 only]
001 Arranged Swerdlin
e002 5:30-8:20 T SL 3114 Smyers
565-4 The Community Junior College
eOOl 5:30-8:20 M LB 0044 Goodwin
575a-4 Individual Research (Curriculum) [Consent of
instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575b-4 Individual Research (Supervision) [Consent
of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575c-4 Individual Research (Buildings) [Consent of
instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575d-4 Individual Research (Finance) [Consent of
instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575e-4 Individual Research (School Law) [Consent
of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575f-4 Individual Research (Comparative Education)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
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001 Arranged
575g-4 Individual Research (History of Education)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575h-4 Individual Research (Philosophy of Education)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575J-4 Individual Research (Administration) [Consent
of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575k-4 Individual Research (Elementary Administra-
tion) [Consent of instructor and faculty
chairman]
001 Arranged
596-4 Independent Investigation
001 Arranged
597-1 to 3 Thesis [Consent of instructor and faculty
chairman]
001 Arranged
EDUCATION EI/EMENTARY (ED EL)
314-4 Elementary School Methods [Ed -Ad 355]
001 10:30-12:20 M W PB 0409 Carpenter
002 2:30-4:20 T Th PB 0314 Moore
337-4 Reading in Elementary School [314]
001 2:30-4:20 M W PB 0409 Steinkellner
e002 4:30-6:20 T Th PB 0306 D. Starr
350d-8 to 12 Kindergarten-Primary Student Teaching [316,
consent of student teaching office]
001 Arranged
350e-4 to 8 Advanced Kindergarten-Primary Student
Teaching
001 Arranged
351d-8 to 16 Elementary Student Teaching [314]
001 Arranged
351e-4 to 8 Advanced Elementary Student Teaching
001 Arranged
413-4 Children's Literature
eOOl 5:30-8:20 Th CB 0194 Carpenter
Four extra sessions arranged.
415-4 Improvement of Instruction in Arithmetic in
the Elementary School
001 11:30-12:45 T Th PB 2409 Steinbrook
Four extra sessions arranged.
e002 5:30-8:20 Th SL 3114 Brooks
437-4 Problems in Reading
eOOl 5:30-8:20 W PB 0312
Four extra sessions arranged.
442-4 Science for the Elementary Teacher [314]
eOOl 5:30-8:20 W PB 0411. Bliss
Four extra sessions arranged.
50 5-4 Improvement in Reading Instruction
eOOl 5:30-8:20 M PB 1402 Richardson
e002 5:30-8:20 W PB 0405 Steinkellner
507-4 Readings in Reading [505]
001 Arranged
509-4 Practicum in Reading [521 a,b,c; consent of
instructor]
001 Arranged
518-4 Supervision of Student Teachers
e201 5:30-8:20 M SCI 102 Wehling
521a-4 Diagnosis and Correction of Reading
Disabilities [505, consent of instructor]
Student enrolls for lecture and one clinic.
eLect 5:30-7:20 Th PB 0405 Bear
Clinic 1 8:00-9:30 S PB 0406
Clinic 2 9:30-11:00 S PB 0406
Clinic 3 11:00-12:30 S PB 0406
542-4 Language Arts in the Elementary School
001 9:00-11:40 S PB 0412 Brooks
543-4 Teaching the Social Studies in the Elementary
School
eOOl 5:30-8:20 T LB 0042 Brooks
553-4 Internship in Professional Education
[Consent of instructor or faculty chairman]
001 Arranged Darnell
557-4 The Elementary Principalship
001 9:00-11:40 S PB 0314 Steinbrook
561-4 Elementary School Curriculum
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eOOl 5:30-8:20 Th PB 1402 Steinbrook
567a-4 Teaching Competencies and Their Application
[Consent of instructor or faculty chairman]
001 Arranged Darnell
002 Arranged Harmin
575a-4 Individual Research (Curriculum)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575b-4 Individual Research (Supervision)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575c-4 Individual Research (Language Arts)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575d-4 Individual Research (Science)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575e-4 Individual Research (Reading)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575f-4 Individual Research (Social Studies)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575g-4 Individual Research (Elementary Education)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575h-4 Individual Research (Arithmetic)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575J-4 Individual Research (Problems in Kindergarten-
Primary) [Consent of instructor and faculty
chairman]
001 Arranged
596-5 to 9 Independent Investigations [Consent of
instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
597-1 to 3 Thesis [Consent of instructor and faculty
chairman]
001 Arranged
EDUCATION SECONDARY (ED S)
315-4 High School Methods [Ed Ad 355]
001 9:30-11:20 MW PB 0411 Smyers
002 2:30-4:20 M W PB 0411 Schnabel
003 1:30-3:20 T Th PB 0411 Schnabel
e004 5:30-8:20 W CB 0194
Four extra sessions arranged.
352d-8 to 16 Secondary Student Teaching [315, consent
of Student Teaching Office]
00 2 to 025 Arranged
002 Art
003 Biology
004 Business
005 Chemistry
006 Economics
007 English
008 Foreign Language
009 General Science
010 Geography
011 Government
012 Health Education
013 History
016 Journalism
017 Mathematics
018 Music
019 Physical Education
020 Physics
021 Sociology
022 Social Studies
023 Speech
024 Library Service
025 Psychology
352e-4 to 8 Advanced Secondary Student Teaching [352d]
002 to 025 Arranged
(See listing under 352d)
505-4 Improvement of Reading Instruction
eOOl 5:30-8:20 M PB 1402 Richardson
e002 5:30-8:20 W PB 0405 Steinkellner
507-4 Readings in Reading [505, consent of instructor]
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s PB 0406
s PB 0405
s PB 0406
001 Arranged
508-4 Seminar Trends: Selected Areas in Secondary
Schools
001 9:00-11:40 S PB 0408 Hileman
509-4 Practicum in Reading [521a, b,c; consent of
instructor]
001 Arranged
518-4 Supervision of Student Teachers
e201 5:30-8:20 M SCI 102 Wehling
521a-4 Diagnosis and Correction of Reading Disabil-
ities [505, consent of instructor]
Student enrolls for lecture and one clinic.
Lect 5:30-7:20 Th PB 0405 Bear
Clinic 1 8:00-9:30
Clinic 2 9:30-11:00
Clinic 3 11:00-12:30
553-4 Internship in Professional Education [Consent
of instructor or faculty chairman]
001 Arranged Swerdlin
562-4 The High School Curriculum
eOOl 5:30-8:20 W PB 1402 Madson
564-4 High School Principalship
eOOl 5:30-8:20 M PB 1306 Andree
567a-4 Teaching Competencies and Their Application
[Consent of instructor or faculty chairman]
001 Arranged Darnell
002 Arranged Harmin
570-4 Extra Class Activities
eOOl 5:30-8:20 Th SL 1105 Allsup
575a-4 Individual Research (Curriculum)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575b-4 Individual Research (Supervision)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575c-4 Individual Research (Language Arts)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575d-4 Individual Research (Science)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575e-4 Individual Research (Reading)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575f-4 Individual Research (Social Studies)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575g-4 Individual Research (Secondary Education)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575h-4 Individual Research (Higher Education)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
575J-4 Individual Research (Junior College)
[Consent of instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
596-5 to 9 Independent Investigation [Consent of
instructor and faculty chairman]
001 Arranged
597-1 to 3 Thesis [Consent of instructor and faculty
chairman]
001 Arranged
SPECIAL EDUCATION (SPED)
410a-4 Problems and Characteristics of the Emotionally
Disturbed Child
eOOl 5:30-8:20 M F PB 0412 Reinking
Meets first four Fridays only.
410b-4 Problems and Characteristics of the Mentally
Retarded Child
eOOl 5:30-8:20 T PB 0408 Tucker
F PB 0406
Meets first four Fridays only.
410c-4 Problems and Characteristics of the Gifted Child
eOOl 5:30-8:20 Th PB 0408 Zenk
F PB 0409
30
Meets first four Fridays only.
Directed Observation of the Emotionally
Disturbed
Arranged Reinking
Directed Observation of the Educable
Mentally Handicapped
Arranged Tucker
The Exceptional Child
5:30-8:20 W F LB 0042
Meets first four Fridays only.
Methods and Materials in the Education of
the Educable Mentally Handicapped
5:30-8:20 ThF pb 0413
Meets first four Fridays only.
Speech Correction for the Classroom Teacher
(Same as S P & A 428)
5:30-8:20 Th CB 2012 Carey
Readings and Independent Study in Special
Education [By permit only]
Arranged Shaffer
Special Research Problem [By permit only]
Arranged
Seminar: Mental Retardation [By permit only]
5:30-8:20 Th ESL 104 Tucker
ENGINEERING (ENGR)
101a-3 Engineering Graphics
001 8:30-10:20 M W F SL 1216 Bishop
002 10:30-12:20 M W F SL 1216 Bishop
e003 6:30-9:20 M W SL 1216 Bishop
200a-3 Circuit Analysis
001 12:30 M W F SL 1225 Brown
201a-l Circuit Analysis Laboratory
001 2:30-5:20 T SL 1210 Brown
002 9:30-12:20 F PB 3316 Brown
260a-4 Engineering Mechanics [Math 252a]
001 2:30 M WThF PB 2413 Jones
300-3 Thermodynamics [Math 252b, Phys 211b]
001 10:30 M W F SL 2227 Jones
I S H (ENG)
Principles of English Grammar [Completion of
second-level GSC]
12:30 MT ThF PB 0412 VanSyoc
4:30-6:20 T Th PB 0307 Duncan
Survey of English Literature to 1550
[Completion of second-level GSC]
9:30 MT ThF PB 3302
6 :30-8:20 T Th PB "0309
Survey of English Literature 1550-1750
[Completion of second-level GSC]
001 10:30 MT Th PB 2403 Slattery
F PB 0413
2c-4 Survey of English Literature after 1750
[Completion of second-level GSC]
001 1:30-3:20 T Th PB 0406
9a-4 Survey of American Literature to 1860
[Completion of second-level GSC]
12:30 MT ThF PB 0309 Zanger
8:30-10:20 M W PB 0309
Survey of American Literature since 1860
[Completion of second-level GSC]
001 2:30 MT ThF PB 1412 Austin
365-4 Shakespeare [Completion of second-level GSC]
001 2:30 MT ThF PB 2403 Taylor
391-3 Usage in Spoken and Written English
[Completion of second-level GSC]
001 3:30 M W PB 0309
F PB 2304
e002 8:30-9:45 T Th PB 0309
392-3 Professional Writing I [Completion of
second-level GSC]
001 2:30 M W F PB 3316 Havens
400-4 Introduction to English Linguistics
[Completion of second-level GSC]
10:30 MT ThF PB 2413 VanSyoc
Middle English Literature [Junior standing]
4:30-6:20 MW PB 2415 Drake
English Poetry: Early Romantics
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[Junior standing]
eOOl 8:30-10:20 T Th PB 2415 Bailey
431a-4 Major American Writers: 1620-1800
[Junior standing]
001 10:30 MT ThF PB 2415 Havens
454a-4 English Fiction: 18th Century Novel
[Junior standing]
001 12:30 MT ThF PB 2415 Slattery
458a-4 American Fiction: Novels to 1914
[Junior standing]
001 1:30 MT ThF PB 2415 Austin
460a-4 British Drama: Elizabethan
[Junior standing]
001 9:30 MT ThF SL 2227 Taylor
468-4 American Drama [Junior standing]
eOOl 6:30-8:20 T Th PB 0412 Going
485-4 Problems in Teaching English [Junior standing]
eOOl 6:30-8:20 T Th PB 0307 Steinman,
Frogner
495a-4 Literary Criticism: History of Criticism [Junioi
standing]
001 11:30 MT ThF SL 2227 Brown
500-4 Materials and Methods of Research in English
[Graduate standing]
001 1:30 MT ThF SL 2227 Hoyenga
e002 8:30-10:20 M W PB 2415 McDermott
514-4 Studies in Restoration and 18th Century Literatui
[Graduate standing]
eOOl 4:30-6:20 M W PB 0307 Graham
536-4 Studies in Later 19th Century American Writers
[Graduate standing]
001 2:30 MT ThF SL 2227 Joost
537-4 Studies in 20th Century American Writers
[Graduate standing]
eOOl 6:30-8:20 T Th SL 2227 Zanger
555-4 Studies in the Victorian Novel
[Graduate standing]
eOOl 8:30-10:20 T Th PB 2406 Duncan
585-2 Teaching College Composition [Graduate
standing, consent of instructor]
001 Arranged Murphy
F I N A
320-4
001
002
e003
420-4
001
423-4
001
425-4
eOOl
523-4
eOOl
FORE
FRENCH
123a-l
001
002
003
e201
130-10
001
201a-3
001
220a-2
001
301a-4
N C E (FIN)
Corporation Finance [Acct
201]
8:30-10:20 M W
12:30-2:20 T Th
6:30-8:20 T Th
230, 231; Econ 200.
PB 2405
PB 2405
PB 2405
Problems in Corporation Finance [320]
10:30-12:20 T Th PB 2412
Commercial Banking Operations [420]
10:30-12:20 M W PB 3315
Investments [424]
6:30-8:20 T Th PB 3313
Financial Management [520]
6:30-10:20 M PB 3404
Glynn
Glynn
Meador
]
Meador
Livingston
Glynn
Meador
IGN LANGUAGES (FL)
(FR)
Elementary French Conversation [Concurrent
enrollment in GSD 123a]
11:30 F PB 3409
11:30 F PB 2410
1:30 F PB 0413
7:55-8:20
Intensive French
T Th ANA 110
[Consent of instructor]
9:30 MTWThF PB 0413 G. Marti
12:30 MTWThF PB 413
Intermediate French [Two years high school
French, or GSD 123 or equivalent]
1:30 M W F PB 0408
Intermediate French Conversation [Concurrent
enrollment in 201a or consent of instructor]
11:30 T Th PB 1412
French Literature from the 18th Century to
the Contemporary Period [201 and one quarter
220 or consent of instructor]
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001 2:30-4:20
la-3 French Cul
quarter 20
001 1:30-2:45
0-2 Seminar in
[Graduate
in 501]
001 Arranged
1-2 Seminar on
[Graduate
in 500]
001 Arranged
RMAN (GER)
6a-l Elementary
enrollment
001 8:30
002 10:30
003 11:30
M W PB 2415
ture and Civilization [201 and one
or consent of instructor]
T Th PB 2411
Contemporary French Literature
standing, concurrent enrollment
Pellegrino
a Selected French Author
standing, concurrent enrollment
Pellegrino
German Conversation [Concurrent
in GSD 126a]
F PB 0412
F PB 0412
F PB 0412
eOOl
001
002
003
7:55-8:20 T Th ESL 112
Intermediate German [Two years high school
German, or GSD 126 or equivalent]
1:30 M W F PB 3404
Intermediate German Conversation [Concurrent
enrollment in 201a or consent of instructor]
1:30 T Th PB 3404
German Culture and Civilization [201 and one
quarter 220 or consent of instructor]
2:30-3:45 M W PB 3409
German Literature from Romanticism to Modern
Times [201 and one quarter 200 or consent
of instructor]
2:30-4:20 T Th PB 3409 Spahn
Twentieth Century Novel [Graduate standing]
5:05-6:20 T Th PB 0406 Guenther
CITAL)
Elementary Italian Conversation [Concurrent
enrollment in GSD 144a]
11:30 F PB 0413
Intermediate Italian [Two years high school
Italian or GSD 144, or equivalent]
6:30-7:45 M PB 0307
W PB 0408
Intermediate Italian Conversation
[Concurrent enrollment in 201a or consent
of instructor]
7:55-8:45 M PB 0307
W PB 0408
(RUS)
Elementary Russian Conversation [Concurrent
enrollment in GSD 136a]
5:55-6:20 T Th PB 2410
(SPAN)
Elementary Spanish Conversation [Concurrent
enrollment in GSD 140a]
9:30 F PB 3409
9:30 F PB 0412
2:30 F PB 0412
7:55-8:20 M W ANA 110
Intermediate Spanish [Two years high school
Spanish, or GSD 140, or equivalent]
12:30 M W F PB 3409
4:30-5:45 M W PB 3409
Intermediate Spanish Conversation [Concurrent
enrollment in 201a or consent of instructor]
12:30 T Th PB 0307
Spanish Literature from the Medieval Period
Through Romanticism [201 and one quarter
200 or consent of instructor]
2j30-4:20 T Th PB 2410
Spanish Culture and Civilization [201 and
one quarter 220 or consent of instructor]
2:30-3:45 M W PB 3303
The Spanish Ballads [Graduate standing]
5:05-6:20 M W PB 2411 Goode
GENERAL BUSINESSADMINISTRATION (GBA)
140-4 Introduction to Business
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MT Th PB 0312 Ingwersen
,
Potter
W PB 0307 Sokolik
MT Th PB 0312 Ingwersen,
Potter
W PB 0408 Ingwersen
MT Th PB 0312 Ingwersen,
Potter
W PB 1307 Potter
M W PB 3303 Blackledge
T Th PB 3303 Blackledge
T Th ANA 100 Potter
001 9:30
9:30
002 9:30
9:30
003 9:30
9:30
e004 6:30-8:20
e005 8:30-10:20
+e201 6:30-8:20
+e401 6:30-8:20 M W ESL 110 Statler
340-4 Organization Behavior and Decision-'Iaking
[140, GSB 201a, c]
001 8:30-10:20 T Th PB 2405 McKinney
002 8:30-10:20 T Th PB 3303 McKinney
e003 6:30-8:20 M W PB 2405 Potter
341-4 Organizational Problems [340)
001 8:30-10:20 M W PB 3316 Jain
002 12:30-2:20 T Th PB 3303
e003 6:30-8:20 T Th PB 3302 Jain
342-4 Contracts--Agency Law
001 10:30-12:20 MW PB 3316 Blackledge
440-4 The Legal Environment of Business [140]
001 10:30-12:20 T Th PB 3404 Scott
e002 6:30-8:20 M W PB 3313 Scott
441-4 Business Policy [341, 440]
eOOl 8:30-10:20 M W PB 3313
GEOGRAPHY (GEOG)
302-4 Introduction to Physical Geography
001 2:30 W F SL 1215 Yarbrough
2:30-4:20 Th SI 1215
304-4 Introduction to Economic Geography
001 8:30 TWThF PB 1412 Koepke
310a-3 Introduction to Cartographic Methods
001 1:30-3:20 T Th SL 1216 Guffy
404c-3 Advanced Economic Geography
001 1:30 M W F PB 1412 Clements
426a-4 Photogrammetry
001 Arranged
462a-4 Regional Geography of Europe
001 1:30 MTWTh PB 1412 Guffy
470a-4 Urban Planning: Concepts and Methods
(Same as Govt 470a)
001 9:30 MTW F PB 1412 Lossau
471a-4 Regional Planning
eOOl 6:30-8:20 M W PB 1412 Kahn
490a-2 Tutorial in Geography [Consent of Dr. Kircher]
001 Arranged Marlow
511-4 Philosophy of Geography
eOOl 5:30-8:20 Th PB 1412 Collier
520-3 Seminar in Physical Geography
eOOl 5:30-7:20 M SL 1215 Gore
Three Saturday field trips.
521-4 Seminar in Economic Geography
eOOl 5:30-8:20 T PB 1412 Koepke
530-2 to 4 Independent Studies in Geography [Consent
of Dr. Kazeck]
eOOl Arranged Kircher
599-4 to 8 Thesis
001 Arranged Kazeck
GOVERNMENT (GOVT)
Introduction to Political Science
1:30 MTWTh PB 0304 Stahnke,
Feeney
Introduction to Public Administration [GSB 203a]
9:30 MTWTh PB 141 McH argue
American Chief Executive [GSB 203a]
10:30 MTWTh PB 3409 Lovell
History of American Political Parties [GSB 203a]
2:30 MTWTh PB 0413 Lee
Latin American Political Systems [200]
11:30 MTWTh PB 3302 Maier
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200-4
001
320-4
001
340a-4
001
345a-4
001
355a-4
001
001
Lab
HIST
100-3
001
002
102-4
001
002
306a-3
001
312-4
001
367a-3
001
473a-4 American Foreign Policy [370]
001 1:30 MTWTh PB 3409 Glaser
J479-4 Topics in International Relations [370]
I eOOl 6:30-8:20 T Th SL 2224 Feeney
484a-4 History of Political Theories (Same as Phil
484a) [380]
001 8:30 MT ThF PB 2409 Runkle
495a-4 Constitutional Law [GSB 203a]
001 12:30 MT ThF CL 0194 Kerr
545-4 Seminar in American Politics
eOOl 5:30-9:20 M SL 0226 Ellsworth
HEALTH EDUCATION (H ED)
Principles and Foundations of Health Education
11:30 MTW F SL 2231 Klein
Driver Education and Training [Valid driver's
license]
3:30-5:20 M W F SL 2231 Klein
Arranged
R Y (HIST)
Survey of Ancient History
8:30 M W F LB 0042 Astour
10:30 M W F PB 1414 Astour
Survey of Asian Civilization
1:30 M WThF PB 1414 Bauer
3:30 M WThF PB 1412 Bauer
History of Rome: The Republic [100]
12:30 M W F PB 0406 Astour
Central Europe in the 19th Century [GSB 101c]
11:30 M WThF PB 1414 Kimball
History of the Far East: To 1800
10:30 W F PB 0309 Bauer
10:30 Th PB 0306
History of Russia: To 1905 [GSB 101b, c]
6:30-8:20 M W PB 0406 Santoni
Early Modern Europe: The Renaissance [GSB
101b]
1:30 MTWTh PB 2403 Erickson
Advanced English History: Constitutional
History [GSB 101b]
9:30 MTW F PB 1306 Haas
Late Modern Europe: 1815 to 1880 [GSB 101b]
6:30-7:45 T Th PB 0406 Gallaher
Advanced American History: 1865 to 1895
[GSB 300a, b,c]
001 2:30 M W F PB 0307 Riddleberger
435c-3 Advanced American History: 1919 to 1939
[GSB 300a, b,c]
eOOl 8:30-9:45 M W PB -0314 Weiss
452-3 Historical Research and Thesis Writing
[Junior standing]
001 2:30-3:45 T Th PB 2412 Rosenthal
460a-3 Social and Intellectual History of the Middle
Ages: 500 to 1000 A.D. [GSB 101b]
001 12:30 M W F PB 2306 Steckling
471a-3 History of Mexico: 19th Century
001 8:30 M W F PB 0406 Millett
500-4 History Seminar
001 2:30-4:20 T Th PB 3404 Erickson
e002 8:30-10:20 T Th PB 2412 Rosenthal
HUMANITIES (HUM)
301-3 Humanities Honors [Consent of instructor]
001 2:30-3:45 T Th SL 2231 Wood
Medieval English Fiction in Translation
e002 6:30-7:45 T Th SL 2231 Corr
The "Death of God" Theme
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS (IM)
308-4 School Library Technical Processes
eOOl 5:30-8:20 W PB 0410
40 3-4 School Library Functions and Management
001 9:30-11:20 T Th PB 0410 Holzberlein
406-4 Library Materials for Adolescents
eOOl 5:30-8:20 M PB 0410 Holzberlein
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Audio-Visual Methods in Education417-4
Lect A 1:30-3:20 T
Lect eB 5:30-7:20 W
Student enrolls in one lecture,
hour per week self-instruction.
SL 3114 Thota
PB 304 Thota
one quiz section, and
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
e009
eOlO
eOll
e012
e013
e014
e015
422-4
eOOl
440-2
eOOl
445-4
eOOl
530-4
eOOl
548-4
001
549-4
eOOl
9:30
10:30
3:30
9:30
10:30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
M PB 0410
M PB 0410
M PB 0410
T PB 0409
T PB 0409
M PB 0410
W PB 0410
Th PB 0410
W PB 0410
w PB 0409
Th PB 0410
Th PB 0410
Th PB 0410
T PB 0411
T PB 0411
Gilligan
6:30
Book Selection
5:30-8:20 T PB 0410
Photography for Teachers
5:30-7:20 T PB 0409
Preparation of Teacher-Made Audio-Visual
Materials
5:30-8:20 M PB 0409 Madison
History of Books and Libraries
5:30-8:20 Th PB 3409 Holzberlein
Supervision and Administration of an Audio-Visua
Program
9:00-11:40 S PB 0409 Gilligan
Visual Learning
5:30-8:20 Th PB 0411 Gilligan
1
JOURNALISM (JRNL)
101-3 Introduction to Journalism I
001 10:30-11:45 T Th PB 2406 Hasse
103-3 News
001 1:30-2:45 T Th PB 2406 Hasse
MANAGEMENT OPERATING SYSTEMS
(MOS)
280-4 Introduction to Electronic Data Processing
001 11:30 MTWTh CB 0186 Erich
281-4 Principles of Computer Programming [Consent
of instructor]
eOOl 6:30-8:20 MW CB 0186 Erich
380-4 Management Operating Systems I [231]
eOOl 4:30-6:20 MW CB 0186 Miller
e002 8:30-10:20 MW CB 0186 Miller
381-4 Management Operating Systems II [380]
001 12:30-2:20 T Th CB 0186 Miller
580-4 Management Systems [Graduate students only]
eOOl 6:30-10:20 T PB 2411
MARKETING (MKTG)
370-4 Consumer Behavior [GSB 103b, 201c; Econ
201, QM 211]
001 10:30-12:20 T Th PB 3315 Bosse
002 10:30-12:20 T Th PB 3316 Bosse
e003 8:30-10:20 T Th PB 3316 Bosse
371-4 Principles of Marketing Management [370]
001 12:30-2:20 M W PB 3303 DeBord
e002 8:30-10:20 MW PB 3303 Gwin
452-4 Physical Distribution Management [470, QM 310]
eOOl 6:30-8:20 T Th SL 3225 DeBord
470-4 Marketing Research [371, QM 211]
001 10:30-12:20 T Th PB 0304 DeBord
471-4 Advertising Policy and Management [470]
001 12:30-2:20 T Th PB 3422 Gwin
472-4 Sales Policy and Management [470]
001 10:30-12:20 M W PB 3303 Gwin
MATHEMATICS (MATH)
150a-4 Elementary Calculus and Analytic Geometry
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[GSD 114a, c]
001 10:30 M WThF SL 1224
002 11:30 M WThF SL 1224
003 11:30 M WThF SL 1225
004 6:30-8:20 M W SL 1225
50b-4 Elementary Calculus and Analytic Geometry
[150a]
001 9:30 M WThF SL 1225
002 1:30 M WThF SL 1225
:25-4 Programming and Digital Computers [GSD 114a]
001 2:30 M W SL 1210
3:30 M W CB 0186
002 2:30 M W SL 1210
2:30 T Th CB 0186
003 2:30 M W SL 1210
10:30 T Th CB 0186
e004 6:30-8:20 T Th CB 0186
52a-4 Calculus and Analytic Geometry [150b]
001 9:30 M WThF SL 1224
52b-4 Calculus and Analytic Geometry [252a]
001 11:30 M WThF SL 2224
i05a-4 Applied Mathematics for the Physical Sciences
[252b, Phys 211c]
eOOl 6:30-8:20 T Th SL 1210
^10-4 The Teaching of Elementary Mathematics
[GSD 112a, b]
001 8:30 M WThF SL 1224
321-4 Elementary Matrix Algebra [150b]
001 12:30 M WThF SL 1224
e002 6:30-8:20 M W SL 1224
351-4 Multivariable Calculus [252b]
eOOl 8:30-10:20 M W SL 2224
J10a-4 Statistical Analysis [GSD 114a]
eOOl 4:30-6:20 T Th SL 1225
120a-3 Fundamental Concepts of Algebra [321]
001 2:30 M W F SL 1225 Poynor
S33-3 Theory of Point Sets [252b and 6 hours
courses numbered 300 or higher, or consent
of instructor]
eOOl 4:30-5:45 T Th SL 1224 Poynor
146b-3 Structure of Mathematics [Experience in teaching
or consent of instructor]
eOOl 6:30-7:45 T Th SL 1224 Holden
152a-3 Advanced Calculus [351]
001 1;30 M W F SL 1224 Hattemer
J55a-3 Advanced Mathematics for the Physical Sciences
[252b]
eOOl 6:30-7:45 T Th SL 0226 Garder
158a-3 Finite Mathematics [Experience in teaching or
consent of instructor]
eOOl 6:30-7:45 T Th SL 1225 Sturley
172a-3 Computer Science [225, 305a, 321]
eOOl 8:30-9:45 T Th CB 0186 Rutledge
183a-3 Introduction to Mathematical Statistics [252b]
001 12:30 M W F SL 2224
501a-3 Real Variables [452c]
eOOl 8:30-9:45 M W SL 1225 Bennewitz
520a-3 Modern Algebra [420]
eOOl 4:30-5:45 M W SL 1224 Lindstrum
550-1 to 10 Seminar [Consent of instructor]
001 Arranged
551a-3 Functional Analysis [421,452]
eOOl 6:30-7:45 M W SL 2231 Kessler
595-1 to 10 Special Project
Arranged
) 9 Thesis
Arranged
C (MUS)
Symphonic Band [By permit only]
12:30-2:20 M W F CB 1029 Fjerstad
12:30-2:20 T Th CB 1029 Mellott
Stage Band [By permit only]
10:30 T Th CB 1029 Mellott
Instrumental Laboratory
Arranged
Male Chorus
2:30 M W F CB 0158 Van Camp
Women's Glee Club
001
599-1 t
001
4 U S I
D01a-1
001
002
D01b-0
001
DOlc-0
001
002c-l
001
002d-l
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001 2:30 M W F CB 1029 Cook
002e-l Community Chora 1 Society
eOOl 7:30-9:30 T PB 1402 Van Camp
002f-l Madrigal Singers [By permit only]
001 11:30 T Th CN 0158 Van Camp
002g-l Concert Chorale [By permit only]
001 11:30 M W F CB 1029 Van Camp
003-1 Orchestra [By permit only]
eOOl 8:00-10:00 T CB 1029 Kendall
010a-l Class Strings
001 10:30 T Th CB 0158 Perry
010b-l Class Woodwinds [Flute, oboe bassoon only]
001 8:30 T Th CB 1029 Oberlag
OlOc-1 Class Brass
001 8:30 M W CB 1029 F jerstad
002 9:30 T Th CB 1029 Tarwater
010e-l Class Piano
001 8:30 M W F PB 3406 Henderson
002 9:30 M W F PB 3406 Henderson
010f-l Class Voice
001 2:30 M W CB 0194 Joseph
105a-4 Theory of Music
001 8:30 MTWThF CB 0194 Perry
002 8:30 MTWThF CB 0186 Pival
003 8:30 MTWThF PB 3404 Warren
140a-t 2 or 4 Private Applied Music [By permit only]
001 Arranged
a. Violin k. Piano*
b. Viola 1. French Horn
c. Cello m. Trumpet
d. String Bass n. Trombone
e. Flute o. Tuba
f . Oboe p. Baritone
g. Clarinet q. Voice
h. Bassoon r . Organ
i . Saxophone s. Harpsichord
j . Percussion t. Harp
*Piano students must attend an accompanying class one
hour each week, time to be arranged.
Each student enrolled in private applied music for credit
is required to:
a. participate in a major ensemble.
b. attend Convocation (Recital Class) , unless excused
by the applied instructor and the Chairman of the
Music Faculty.
c. each student must also attend a studio lesson each
Tuesday or Thursday at 9:30-10:20 A.M.
Convocation 10:30 F Arranged
Second and fourth Fridays of each month.
205c-3 Theory of Music [By permit only]
001 9:30 M W F CB 0194 Oberlag
002 9:30 M W F PB 3404 Warren
In addition, student must work minimum of one hour each
week in theory lab.
240a-t 2 or 4 Private Applied Music (See requirements
stated in 140a-t) [By permit only]
001 Arranged
301a-3
001
309a-3
001
318a-3
001
002
340a-t
001
355a-l
001
355b-l
001
002
355c-l
001
355d-l
001
357a-3
001
411a-3
001
Music Education
2:30
Orchestration
8:05-9:20
Conducting
8:05-9:20
9:30
M W F
T Th
T Th
M W F
PB 3404 Tulloss
Arranged Mellott
CB 0158
CB 1029
Schieber
Joseph
2 to 4 Private Applied Music (See requirements
stated in 140a-t) [By permit only]
Arranged
Chamber Brass
11:30 T Th CB 1029
Chamber Woodwinds
11:30 M W CB 0194
11:30 T Th CB 0194
Chamber Strings
11:30 T Th Arranged
Chamber Percussion
11:30 T Th CB 1013
Music History and Literature
3:30 M W F PB 3404
Symphonic Music Literature
9:30 T Th PB 3404
Fjerstad
Mellott
Oberlag
Pival
Kresteff
Henderson
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001
501-3
eOOl
522-3
eOOl
540a-t
one hour arranged
414-2 Collegium Musicum
001 3:30-5:20 Th CB 1029 Warren
420-1 Music Education Practicum
eOOl 5:30-7:20 Th CB 1029 Brauer
440a-t 2 to 4 Private Applied Music (See requirements
stated in 140a-t) [By permit only]
001 Arranged
461a-3 Teaching Techniques and Materials for the
Beginning and Intermediate Levels [By
permit only]
001 Arranged
461b-3 Teaching Techniques ana Materials for the
Advanced Student [By permit only]
001 Arranged
465-3 Development and Teaching of Strings [By permit
only]
eOOl 5:30-8:00 T CB 0158 Kendall
481-2 to 6 Readings in Music Theory [By permit only]
001 Arranged
482-2 to 6 Readings in Music History and Literature
[By permit only]
001 Arranged
483-2 to 6 Readings in Music Education [By permit
only]
Arranged
Introduction to Graduate Study in Music
[By permit only]
5:30-8:00 M CB 0194 Blakely
Seminar: Music History and Literature
[By permit only]
5:30-8:00 T CB 0194 Kresteff
2 to 4 Private Applied Music (See requirements
stated in 140a-t) [By permit only]
001 Arranged
Graduate piano students must concurrently enroll
in 461a or b.
560-3 Seminar in Music Education [By permit only]
eOOl 5:30-8:00 W PB 3404 Tulloss,
Kresteff
566-1 Instrumental Ensemble [By permit only]
001 Arranged
567-1 Vocal Ensemble [By permit only]
001 Arranged
599-3 to 9 Thesis [By permit only]
001 Arranged
NURSING (NURS)
210-4 Nutrition (See Chem 250)
280b-4 Nursing and Community Health [280a or consent of
instructor]
001 1:30-3:20 W SL 0226
Th SL 3114
363a-8 Nursing III [Nursing concentrations only]
Student enrolls in lecture and one lab.
Lect 9:30-11:20 M
001 8:00-11:50 T Hospital
002 8:00-11:50 Th Hospital
325-8 Nursing IV [Nursing concentrations only]
001 8:00-11:50 MT F Hospital
9:30-11:20 W PB 2409
Th LB 0042
375-8 Nursing V [Nursing concentrations only]
001 8:30-12:20 MT F Agency
1:00-4:20 MT Agency
385-1 to 4 Independent Study [Nursing concentrations
only]
001 Arranged
PERSONNEL (PERS)
450-4 Personnel Administration [GBA 340]
001 12:30-2:20 M W PB 3316 Jain
451-4 Labor Relations Law and Collective Bargaining
[GBA 340]
001 10:30-12:20 T Th PB 3422 Franke
453-4 Advanced Problems in Industrial Relations
[451]
eOOl 6:30-8:20 M W PB 3422
39
PHI
200-4
001
002
e003
302-4
001
385a-
001
430-4
001
484a-
001
495-2
001
Emblom
Emblom
Livergood
Murdoch
L O S O P H Y (PHIL)
Types of Philosophy
9:30 MTWTh PB 0309
10:30 MTWTh PB 0412
6:30-8:20 T Th PB 2409
World Religions [Sophomore standing]
9 :30 MT ThF PB 2409
1 History of Western Philosophy [Sophomore
standing]
10:30 MT ThF PB 2409 Linden
Syinbolic Logic [Junior standing or consent of
instructor]
1:30 MT ThF PB 2409 Barker
1 History of Western Political Theory (Same as
Govt 484a) [Junior standing]
8:30 MT ThF PB 2409 Runkle
to 12 Independent Readings [Consent of chair-
man]
Arranged
P H Y S
025-1
001
303-5
001
305-3
001
323a/b/
201
341-3
001
348-3
001
350-4
001
e002
003
ICAL EDUCATION (PE)
Orientation to Health, Recreation, and Physical
Education
1:30 F PB 2413
Kinesiology
11:30 MTWThF PB 307
Physical Education for the Atypica
11:30 M W F PB 2413
c-1 Officiating Techniques
Arranged
Principles of Physical Education
12:30 M W F PB 0307
Camp and Community Leadership
1:30 M W F PB 2414
Methods and Materials for Teaching
Education Activities in the Elemen
11:30 MTW F PB 2414
5:30-9:20 W PB 2414
9:30 MTW F PB 2414
Showers
,
Archangel
Archangel
1 Student
Showers
Guelker,
Archangel
Showers
Lee
Physical
tary School
Moehn
Luedke
Moehn
e401 5:30-9:20 Th ESL 221 Moehn
382-4 Methods and Materials for Teaching Physical
Education in the Secondary School
001 3:30 T Th PB 2413 Archangel
Additional hours to be arranged.
402-4 Organization and Administration of Intramural
and Extramural Activities
eOOl 6:30-9:20 W PB 2413 Brick
475-2 to 4 Individual Research
001 Arranged Herrold
501-4 Curriculum in Physical Education
eOOl 5:30-8:20 M PB 2413 Archangel
502-4 Foundations of Motor Skills
eOOl 5:30-9:20 Th PB 2413 Showers
509-4 Supervision of Health and Physical Education
eOOl 5:30-8:20 T PB 2413 Herrold
525-2 to 6 Readings in Physical Education
001 Arranged Herrold
P H Y S
206a-5
001
211a-4
001
002
003
212a-l
001
002
I C S (PHYS)
College Physics [GSD 114a]
11:30 M W F SL 3225 Hakeem
11:30-1:20 T SL 2224
11:30-1:20 Th SL 1218
University Physics: Mechanics [Concurrent
enrollment in Math 150a]
10:30 M W F SL 1105 Walford
10:30 T Th SL 1210
10:30 M W F SL 1105 Walford
10:30-12:20 T SL 1224
10:30 M W F SL 1105 Walford
10:30 T Th PB 0307
University Physics Laboratory [Concurrent
enrollment in 211a]
2:30-5:20 T SL 1218
2:30-5:20 W SL 1218
40
003
004
300a-4
001
e002
|300b-l
8:30-11:20 T SL 1218
2:30-5:20 Th SL 1218
University Physics IV [211]
10:30 MTWThF SL 0226
6:30-8:20 M W SL 1210
University Physics IV Laboratory
enrollment in 300a]
2:30-5:20 Th
6:30-9:20 F
Mechanics [301a]
11:30 MT ThF
to 3 Modern Physics Laboratory
Arranged SL 212
Classical Mechanics [301]
8:00-9:15 M W SL 2227
SL 0212
SL 0212
SL 0226
McAneny
Slotboom
212, concurrent
Slotboom
Slotboom
Rockman
Zurheide
Boedeker
Selected Topics in Physics: Mathematical
Physics [Math 305a]
6:30-7:45 M W SL 2227 Sanders
PRODUCTION (PROD)
460-4 Production Management [GBA 340]
eOOl 6:30-8:20 T Th PB 3316 Ingwersen
463-4 Advanced Production Management [461, 462]
001 2:30-4:20 T Th PB 3316 Ingwersen
P S Y C H L G Y (PSYC)
211a-4 Principles and Methods of Psychology [GSB 201c]
001 9:30 T Th SL 1210
10:30-12:20 M SL 2212
McLaughlin
002 9:30 T Th SL 1210
10:30-12:20 T SL 2212
McLaughlin
003 9:30 T Th SL 1210
10:30-12:20 W SL 2212
McLaughlin
211b-4 Principles and Methods of Psychology [211a]
001 9:30-11:20 T Th PB 2410 F. Starr
002 1:30-3:20 M W PB 3313 McCall
301-4 Child Psychology [GSB 201c]
001 9:30-11:20 T Th PB 2306 Harris
002 1:30-3:20 M W PB 1306 Skinner
e003 6:30-8:20 M W PB 1307 Kuenzli
303-4 Adolescent Psychology [GSB 201c]
001 9:30-11:20 M W PB 0304 McMahon
002 1:30-3:20 M W PB 3305 Kuenzli
305-4 Introduction to Personality Dynamics [GSB 201c]
001 1:30-3:20 M W PB 2306 Taliana
e002 6:30-8:20 T Th PB 0304 Walsh
307-4 Social Psychology [GSB 201c]
001 8:30-10:20 M W PB 2403 Engbretson
311-4 Experimental Psychology: Learning [211b]
001 8:30-10:20 M W SL' 2212 Crenshaw
002 1:30-3:20 M W SL 2212 Ferguson
313-4 Experimental Psychology: Motivation [311]
001 1:30-3:20 T Th SL 2212 Ferguson
320-4 Industrial Psychology [GSB 201c]
001 1:30-3:20 M W PB 0406 Daugherty
Learning Processes [211a]
5:30-8:20 M F PB 2410
Meets first four Fridays only.
History and Systems [311]
2:30-4:20 T Th PB 2406
Experimental Analysis of Behavior
5:30-8:20 M F SL 2212
Meets first four Fridays only.
Psychopathology [305, consent of instructor]
Starr
McMahon
GSB 201c]
McLaughlin
PB 2410 Taliana10:30-12:20 M W
Mental Hygiene [305]
5:30-8:20 ThF PB 1306
Meets first four Fridays only.
Theories of Personality [305]
5:30-8:20 M F PB 0408
Meets first four Fridays only.
Advanced Child Psychology [301]
5:30-8:20 M F PB 0312
Meets first four Fridays only.
Group Dynamics and Individual Behavior [307]
5:30-8:20 ThF PB 2406 Russo
Meets first four Fridays only.
Psychology of Employee Relations [320]
Kuenzli
Hartman
Skinner
41
eOOl 6:30-8:20 T Th PB 2415 Daugherty
490-1 to 4 Independent Projects [Consent of chairman]
001 Arranged
501a-4 Proseminar in General Psychology [Consent of
chairman]
eOOl 5:30-7:20 T Th PB 2414 McCall
520-4 Research Design and Inference I [211]
eOOl 7:30-9:20 T Th PB 2414 Brinkmann
541a-4 Psychodiagnostics I [211b, 421, consent of
instructor]
eOOl 5:30-8:20 M PB 2414 Harris
590-1 to 4 Readings in Psychology [Consent of chairman
001 Arranged
591-1 to 4 Research in Psychology [Consent of chairman
001 Arranged
593-2 to 4 Practicum in Psychology [Consent of instruc
001 Arranged Engbretson
599-2 to 4 Thesis [Consent of thesis chairman]
001 Arranged
QUANTITATIVE METHODS (QM)
210-4 Probability in Decision Making [GSD 114d]
001 8:30-10:20 M W PB 3303 Hoeke
002 10:30-12:20 M W PB 2405 Hoeke
211-4 Statistical Analysis for Business Decisions [210]
001 10:30 MTWTh PB 3412 Schwier
e002 6:30-8:20 T Th PB 3412 Schwier
310-4 Operations Research for Managers [211]
001 2:30-4:20 T Th PB 3303
510-4 Statistical Analysis {Graduate students only]
eOOl 6:30-10:20 W PB 2411 Luan
R A D I O-T ELEVISION (R-T)
251-3 Survey of Broadcasting
001 10:30 M W F CB 0194
273-3 Fundamentals of Radio Program Production
001 9:30-11:20 T Th CB 0194
REHABILITATION (REHB)
480-2 Introduction to Rehabilitation
eOOl 5:30-8:20 W PB 2409 Bernstein
580-2 Practicum in Rehabilitation Services
001 Arranged Schumacher
585-4 Practicum in Rehabilitation Counseling
001 Arranged Schumacher
SOCIAL WELFARE (SOC W)
383-4 Introduction to Interviewing [Soc 301]
001 1:30-3:20 M PB 0314 Irvine
W PB 1307
481-4 Processes in Social Work [375]
001 Arranged Irvine
SOC
301-4
001
302-4
001
320-4
001
321-4
eOOl
333-4
e401
335-4
001
405-4
eOOl
426-4
001
427-4
eOOl
Grubb
L O G Y (SOC)
Principles of Sociology [GSB 103a]
11:30 T ThF PB 3305
W PB 1307
Contemporary Social Problems [301]
9:30 MTWTh PB 3313
Race and Minority Group Relations
9:30 T ThF PB 3315
W PB 3302
Socialization of the Individual [301]
6:30-8:20 MW PB 1414 Henslin
Community Organization [301]
6:30-8:20 T Th ESL 220 Teer
Urban Sociology [301]
2:30 MT ThF PB 1414 Campbell
Current Sociology [301]
4:30-6:20 M W PB 0309
Social Factors in Behavior and Personality
[321]
11:30 MTWTh PB 3313 Campisi
Personality and Social Adjustment [321]
6:30-8:20 T Th PB 1414 Henslin
42
135-4 Social Stratification [301]
001 12:30 MT ThF PB 3302 Campbell
506-4 Seminar in Contemporary Sociological Theory
001 1:30 TWThF SL 2231 Blain
>42-4 Seminar on the Family
eOOl 6:30-10:20 T LB 0044 Taylor
P E E C H (SPCH)
L04-4 Training the Speaking Voice
001 8:30 MT ThF CB 2012 O'Leary
205-3 Principles of Argumentation and Debate
001 1:30-3:20 T Th CB 0194 Salden
224-4 Communicative Reading
001 9:30 M WThF CB 0186 Stoppe
301-4 Persuasion
001 11:30-1:20 T Th PB 2413 Hawkins
3PEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
(S P & A)
200-4 Phonetics
001 10:30 M WThF CB 2012 St. Onge
405a-4 Practicum in Speech and Hearing Therapy
[Junior standing]
001 8:30 W CB 2012 O'Leary
Additional hours arranged.
414-4 Anatomy and Physiology of Speech and Hearing
Mechanism
001 1:30 M WThF CB 2012 Carey
428-4 Speech Correction for the Classroom Teacher
(Same as Sp Ed 428)
eOOl 5:30-8:20 Th CB 2012 Carey
Additional hours arranged.
THEATER (THEA)
100-0,2,4, or 6 First Year Work in Theater [By permit
only]
001 Arranged CB 2015
200-0,2,4, or 6 Second Year Work in Theater [By
permit only]
001 Arranged CB 2015
300-0,2,4, or 6 Third Year Work in Theater [By permit
only]
001 Arranged CT 2015
400-0,2,4, or 6 Fourth Year Work in Theater [By
permit only]
001 Arranged CB 2015
Students enrolling in 100, 200, 300, or 400 must be
advised by the Director of University Theater, Dr. Kluth,
CB 1038 before their appointment with General Studies
Advisement and before registering. Students will be
assigned the following hours according to the amount
of credit taken:
Acting/Directing Studios 2:30-5:20 M W
Dance/Stage Movement 10:30-11:20 M WThF
Studios
or
11:30-12:20 M WThF
Design/Technical Theater 2:30-4:30 T Th
Studios
Costuming/Make-up Studios 2:30-5:20 F
Business Practices Studios 1:30-2:20 T Th
Repertory Rehearsal 6:30-9:30 MTWThF
410-3 Children's Theater
001 3:30-5:20 M W PB 1306 Branham
VOCATIONA L-T ECHNICAL INSTITUTE
(VTI)
CCS 101-4 Child Care
eOOl 4:30-7:20 M PB 2409
Lab Two hours to be arranged.
e401 4:30-7:20 T ESL 222
Lab Two hours to be arranged.
CCS 10 5-3 Language Arts
e401 5:30-7:20 Th ESL 222
Lab Three hours to be arranged.
CCS 109a-2 Personal Interaction
43
e401 4 30-8:20
TECH N I C A L
(T & AE
English Review
eOOl 8 30-10:20
e002 8 30-10:20
e003 8 30-10:20
e004 6 30-8:20
Reading Improvement
eOOl 4:30-6:20
e002 4:30-6:20
eO03 6:30-8:20
e004 8 30-10:20
ESL 222
AND ADULT EDUCATION
Th
W
W
Th
W
W
SL 0226
SL 0226
PB 0307
PB 0307
SL 0226
SL 0226
SL 0226
SL 0226
44
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